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Abstract
The global emission of CO2 has increased in the sector of power generation from countries
outside the OECD, particularly in China which comprises two-third of the share. Meanwhile,
OECD countries focus their effort in reducing their emission, where the industry area declined
their emission by a quarter.
Consequently, governments set up energy policies where renewable-based energies such as
solar or wind energies, are highlighted. The drawback is the dependency of environment
factors which generates power variations in the network leading to instabilities and a blackout
in the worst case. The use of hydropower is an excellent complement to versatile renewable
energy, capable of compensating these ﬂuctuations and even be used as an energy storage. In
Switzerland, hydropower is the most available resources and is constantly under development
to increase capacity and energy-efﬁciency. Nevertheless, a lot of effort is put to extend lifetime
of power generating equipment as much as possible in order to optimize the best timing for
replacement or refurbishment, which requires efﬁcient and ﬂexible tools such as real-time
simulations, which are widely used with the rapid development of computation technology.
The objective of this present thesis is the development of a multi-physics model-based real-
time monitoring system in SIMSEN for an existing hydroelectric power plant. The concept of
such system consists of using a validated model and achieves a real-time simulation taking
into account boundary conditions such as water level of upstream reservoir, voltage of power
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network, but also set point of control system including turbine guide vane opening and the
excitation system of generator. The system would enable to detect potential dysfunctions if the
behavior of the power plant shows signiﬁcant discrepancies in the simulation-measurement
comparison during the real-time simulation. The study is divided into two main parts, which
are the set-up of a test bench and the implementation of the real-time system in the power
plant.
The ﬁrst part describes the methodology for setting-up a small-scale power unit which simu-
lates similar behavior as a large scale one. The model includes the parameters from experi-
mental tests used for parameters identiﬁcation of synchronous machine. Two validations tests
are presented: (i) a load variation (ii) sudden three-phase short circuit. The model validation
is achieved comparing ofﬂine simulation results with measurement, followed by a validation
in real-time with similar tests. The set-up of the test bench is concluded by a demonstration of
feasibility in monitoring application by detection of a dysfunction during an opening failure
of a circuit-breaker.
The second part explains the modeling of a 72MW hydroelectric power plant, which includes
the modeling of hydraulic components such as pipe, surge tank and Pelton turbine besides
the modeling of generator. Two measurement campaigns were organized. The ﬁrst consisted
in collecting data in order to validate the present model. The second consisted of implement-
ing the model running in real-time in a general-purpose computer, in the power plant and
performed variations of active and reactive powers.
Key words: Real-time simulation, modeling, synchronous machine, hydroelectric power plant,
hydraulic modeling, SIMSEN
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Résumé
L’émission globale de CO2 s’est accrue dans le secteur de production d’énergie pour les pays
non membres de l’OCDE et plus particulièrement en Chine qui en détient les deux tiers.
Entre-temps, les pays membres de l’OCDE ont mis l’accent et leur effort sur la réduction des
émissions de CO2, illustré avec le secteur de l’industrie qui a réussi à réduire d’un quart ces
émissions de CO2.
Par conséquent, les gouvernements ont mis en place une stratégie énergétique en se concen-
trant sur les énergies renouvelables telles que l’énergie solaire ou éolienne. L’inconvénient de
ce type d’énergie est sa dépendance des facteurs environnementaux qui cause des ﬂuctuations
de puissances sur le réseau électrique, amenant ainsi à des instabilités, voire un blackout
dans le pire des cas. L’utilisation de l’énergie hydraulique est un excellent complément aux
énergies renouvelables intermittentes, permettant de compenser ces variations en plus de son
utilisation comme stockage d’énergie. En Suisse, l’énergie hydraulique est la plus exploitée
dans les centrales qui sont constamment en développement pour accroître leur capacité ou
d’améliorer leur rendement. Néanmoins, un effort important est mis sur la prolongation du
temps vie, aussi longtemps que possible, des équipements de production d’énergie aﬁn de
permettre de déterminer le meilleur moment pour leur rénovation ou remplacement. Ce
dernier requiert donc un outil efﬁcace and ﬂexible tel que la simulation en temps-réel qui est
largement utilisée avec le développement rapide des technologies de calculs.
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Résumé
L’objectif de cette thèse consiste à développer un système de monitoring dans SIMSEN fonc-
tionnant avec une simulation en temps-réel, basée sur un modèle multi-physique d’une
centrale hydroélectrique déjà existante. Le concept d’un tel système consiste à simuler en
temps-réel un modèle validé en considérant les conditions aux limites telles que le niveau de
l’eau dans le barrage en amont, la tension du réseau mais également les points de fonctionne-
ment des systèmes de réglage, comprenant l’ouverture des distributeurs de la turbine et le
système d’excitation de la génératrice. Le système pourrait détecter les dysfonctionnements
potentiels lorsque le comportement de la centrale montre des écarts importants entre la
simulation et la mesure pendant la simulation en temps-réel. L’étude est divisée en deux
parties principales qui contient dans un premier temps la mise en place d’un banc test et dans
un deuxième temps l’implémentation du système temps réel dans la centrale.
La première partie décrit la méthodologie utilisée pour mettre en place place un groupe de
production d’énergie à une échelle de puissance réduite qui, simule le comportement d’un
groupe réel. Le modèle comprend les paramètres déterminés à partir de tests expérimentaux
d’identiﬁcation pour une machine synchrone. Les deux cas tests présentés pour sa validation
sont : (i) un saut de charge (ii) un court-circuit triphasé brusque. La validation du modèle
est effectuée en comparant les résultats des simulations avec les mesures en simulation dite
"ofﬂine", suivie par une validation temps réel avec des tests similaires. La mise en place du
banc test est conclue par une démonstration de faisabilité pour une application de monitoring
en détectant la défaillance d’un disjoncteur.
La deuxième partie explique la modélisation d’une centrale hydroélectrique de 72MW, qui
comprend des modèles hydrauliques comme les conduites, les cheminées d’équilibre et une
turbine Pelton en plus de la modélisation de la génératrice. Deux campagnes de mesure ont
été organisées. La première consistait à récupérer des données de mesures aﬁn de valider
le modèle considéré. La seconde comprend l’implémentation du modèle, fonctionnant en
temps réel sur un ordinateur standard dans la centrale en question et effectuant des variations
de puissances active et réactive.
Mots clefs : Simulation temps-réel, modélisation, machine synchrone, centrale hydroélec-
trique, modélisation hydraulique, SIMSEN
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1Introduction
1.1 Situation of energy policies
1.1.1 Energy emission trends
Over the past 25 years, the global emission of CO2 has increased by more than 50 [%]. The
average annual rate of increase between 2000 and 2014 was estimated to 2.3 [%] versus 1.2
[%] in the late 1990s (Figure 1.1). The rapid rise of emission is particularly observed in the
power generation sector from countries outside the OECD1. The emerging and developing
countries have more than doubled their emission coming from electricity and heat generation,
especially in China with around two-thirds of this share.
Meanwhile, the total CO2 emissions from the industry section in OECD countries declined
by a quarter although these countries still lead the global emissions in the transportation
and buildings sectors. The high level of vehicle ownership in OECD countries justiﬁes the
large CO2 emissions in the transport sector, even though the non-OECD countries doubled
their emissions over the past years, resulting from the increase of vehicle ownership and rapid
growth of trafﬁc. The building sector is mainly involved by the heating level, which is not
1Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development
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Figure 1.1: Global energy-related CO2 emissions in gigatonne (Gt) by region and sector [1]
the case for most non-OECD countries since they are located in more temperate climates,
requiring a lower level.
1.1.2 Evolution of renewable-based power generation
With the generalization of renewable technologies, their costs are becoming competitive in
various countries over the world. In 2014, the power generation capacity was estimated to
be enlarged by 128 [GW] from renewable-based technology. Among these renewable energy,
37 [%] is from wind power, almost 20 [%] is from solar power and more than 20 [%] from
hydropower. The remaining energy comes from other renewable energy sources, as seen in
Figure 1.2.
The growth in wind capacity has kept growing in onshore installations although offshore is
expanding rapidly. The largest wind power market remains the China with 20 [GW] of newly
added capacity. Germany remains a large market with more than 5 [GW] installed in 2014,
however the relatively high cost for offshore wind and delays in the build-up have resulted
into delayed projects, biasing the estimation of installed wind power capacity.
Solar photovoltaic (PV) has strongly expended in Asia, and particularly in China and Japan.
The expansion of PV in Japan is mainly supported by generous subsidies since the Fukushima
incident.
Nuclear power is the worldwide second largest source of low carbon electricity generation
after hydropower. In recent years, new nuclear constructions take place in price-regulated
market or in markets where government owns the entities and operates the power plants.
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Figure 1.2: Global Renewable-based power capacity [1]
China stays the leader in new capacity additions, with 28 [GW] under construction in 2014
( [1]).
1.1.3 Global simulate energy agenda in Switzerland
The Swiss parliament has presented its "Energy Strategy 2050" only two months after the disas-
ter in Fukushima in 2011. The proposal contains modiﬁcations in the sectors of transportation
and heating in order to ﬁt the European emission standards, and aiming at the same time a
rapid change of electricity production.
Since then, Switzerland has participated to the "World Energy Issue Monitor" [2] over the past
three years, providing an snapshot of the evolution over time and a high-level perception
of energy issues through the impact of an issue on the energy sector (x-axis), the degree of
uncertainty related to its impact (y-axis) and the size of the issue bubble represents the degree
of urgency that needs to be addressed, as presented in Figure 1.3.
It appears that nuclear has lost weight in term of uncertainty and impact after Fukushima with
the abandon of construction of nuclear power plants based on recent technologies.
Electric storage in the hydropower sector is a top priority and a key uncertainty in Switzerland.
The water stored in the reservoir has played an important role in power generation for years.
However, under the current circumstances, they are no longer proﬁtable. Indeed, the hy-
dropower is the most large and accessible renewable energy source in Switzerland, but the risk
is that this potential energy is not harnessed and will hardly be able to compete against other
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Figure 1.3: World Energy Issues Monitor 2015 for Switzerland [2]
renewable energy sources, which is highly subsidized. At the same time, the enlargement of
storage capacity from existing reservoir lakes will be acknowledged by Swiss citizens.
It is interesting to pay attention that large-scale hydro is not a top action priority in Europe,
whereas it is high action topic in Switzerland although electric storage is high uncertainty for
both. This discrepancy may come from the need of exploiting the potential of hydropower in
Switzerland, whereas Europe perceives electric storage as a tool for intermittent power sources.
Consequently, Switzerland has taken an energy-efﬁciency position in the "need for action"
zone.
1.1.4 The importance of hydropower in sustainable development
The desire to move toward green and sustainable energy has therefore driven government
and industry to develop renewable-based energy such as solar or wind power. However, these
systems cannot guarantee a constant power availability and generation due to the dependency
to environmental factors. This intermittent variation of generation constitutes a major issue
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Figure 1.4: Weekly production from solar (top) and wind(bottom) in Germany in 2014 [3]
concerning the dynamic behavior of electric grid, in other words, its stability and reliability. As
an example, the electricity production in Germany has recorded an energy ﬂuctuation of 1.2
[TWh] from solar energy against 2.48 [TWh] from wind energy, during the year 2014 (Figure
1.4).
The classiﬁcation of power generation is categorized in two parts.
• Base load plants - An energy plant devoted to the production of baseload supply.
Baseload plants are the production facilities used to meet some or all of a given re-
gion’s continuous energy demand, and produces energy at a constant rate, usually at a
low cost relative to other production facilities available to the system ( [10]).
• Peaking load plants - A generating facility operated expressly for the purpose of providing
peak energy supply. Peak load plants are typically operated during particular times of
day or at times of the year when there is a spike in the demand for energy ( [10]).
Considering the intermittency of renewable energy and the peak load criteria, hydropower
is the most suitable type of power plant. Indeed, hydropower is a ﬂexible source of power
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generation in term of availability and maneuverability for responding to demand ﬂuctuations
in active and reactive powers in minutes. Therefore, hydropower is an ideal complement
to variable renewables. In addition, pump-storage type of hydro power plants can store
energy over seasons or even years depending on the size of the reservoir in order to meet load
ﬂuctuations.
The need of hydropower is undeniable and is subject to numerous discussions as seen for the
case in Switzerland since the share of energy generation is hydropower. Nevetheless, the invest-
ments for the construction of hydroelectric power plants are relatively high, which is proﬁtable
with time since it has the longest lifetime among the power plants. Consequently, the standstill
due to an upgrade of power capability or breakdown represent a considerable amount of cost
according to the scale of the power plant. Various devices are then implemented with the
same purpose: protect the electro-mechanical equipment to extend its lifetime, e.g. (i) Power
System Stabilizers (PSS): improve the stability of units consecutively to a major electrical
fault and reduce inter-area power oscillations; (ii) Protection relays: isolate the generator to
prevent serious damages in case of faults; (iii) Monitoring: detect a malfunctioning of a system.
Development and design of such systems requires efﬁcient and ﬂexible computation tools.
1.2 Structure of the document
1.2.1 Objective and methodology
The awareness of CO2 emission against the global warming leads the energy policies to turn
toward new energy sources, called renewable. The rapid growth of such technology and its
application in the power generation ﬁeld introduced unstable situations in the power network.
Indeed, the versatile production of energy, which mainly depends upon the environment fac-
tor, has increased the risk situation where the generation is unable to supply the consumption.
In other words, the safe margin has decreased, making the power network potentially unstable.
Nevertheless, with the combination of hydropower plants and renewable energy sources, the
variation of loads is balanced which improves the reliability of the network.
That being said, the investment cost of such power plants is substantial, depending on the
project size. Even though the applied technology has a great maturity with a high level of
efﬁciency, hydroelectric power plants are submitted to various issues, such as components
ageing mechanisms ( [11]).
• Thermal ageing: This mechanism mainly occurs in the insulation of rotating machines,
degrading the electrical and mechanical properties of the insulation when it is exposed
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to high temperatures. In addition, temperature cycling can induce mechanical stresses
generating deterioration even if the temperature is insufﬁcient to cause damage.
• Electrical ageing: Partial discharges, surface tracking and moisture absorption and
transient voltages are considered as electric ageing mechanism. The stress applied to
machines insulation induces deterioration leading to faults.
• Mechanical ageing: Mechanical stress is a major contributor to ageing. It is principally
produced by relative motions resulting from interaction between mechanical and elec-
tromagnetic forces, resonances, intermittent start-up or shutdown and environmental
factors that affect the properties.
Such issues are subject to potential risk of breakdowns which may reach 30% of total invest-
ment and efforts are placed in systems development of condition monitoring to predict the
best timing for maintenance, which is based on model estimation and database used for trend
analysis. In order to reduce capitalized losses due to breakdown, as well as the replacement
costs, efﬁcient monitoring tools are therefore required to identify abnormalities and failures
at their early stage decreasing then the risks.
In this regard, a monitoring system for a hydroelectric power plant is developed in this project.
The system is based on real-time simulation model and features the following speciﬁcations:
• Simulations performed in SIMSEN on a general-purpose computer;
• Taking into account of boundary conditions measured on the modeled system;
• Monitoring measured quantities in the related model;
• Detection of dysfunctions using a comparative method.
SIMSEN is a time-domain simulation platform developed at EPFL for analyzing multi-physics
power systems, including semiconductors and regulation parts under steady-state and tran-
sient conditions. Its modular structure allows the built of complex systems and subsystems
with an arbitrary topology using libraries of electric and hydraulic models. Moreover, the ca-
pability of performing mixed analog-digital simulations leaded to the possibility of interacting
with external programs or devices and the development of a real-time extension, SIMSEN-RT,
detailed in section 2.2.
The development is organized in two main steps:
7
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i The ﬁrst part describes the methodology for setting-up a small-scale power unit which
simulates similar behavior as a large scale one, yielding a testing platform. A simpli-
ﬁed model in SIMSEN is operating to evaluate the real-time capability with a general-
purpose PC;
ii The second part explains the modeling of an existing hydroelectric power plant, which
includes the modeling of hydraulic components besides the electric installation. The
validation of real-time simulation with the plant-related model will prove the feasibility
of a monitoring application.
Simulation model
(SIMSEN)
Boundary conditions 
(inputs)
3-phase stator 
current (outputs)
Figure 1.5: Basic diagram of model-based monitoring system
In both parts, the structure of the system remains identical (see Figure 1.5). Indeed, boundary
conditions are considered as the inputs of the system and drive the simulation model. The
outputs of the monitoring system are the three-phase stator current, in this case, calculated
from the model. Therefore, special attention has been focused on the validation with simu-
lation performed in real-time considering boundary conditions as water level of upstream
reservoir, voltage of power network, but also set point of control system including turbine
guide vane opening and the excitation system of generator of a multi-physics model.
1.2.2 Organization of the document
In this context, the present work is arranged as follows:
Chapter 2 introduces a literature overview of real-time simulation with the recent investiga-
tions in various domains of applications. It is followed by an explanation of the concept of
real-time and its conditions. The chapter ends with the presentation of the software called
SIMSEN.
Chapter 3 presents the applied methodology for setting up a test bench, which simulates
the dynamic behavior of a motor-generator unit. In addition, the modeling of the bench is
achieved using experimentally estimated parameters. Its validation is carried out using a
comparative approach using at ﬁrst ofﬂine simulations results in order to assess the quality
of the modeling. Then it is followed by real-time simulations to evaluate the performance
8
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measured data handling, which drives the simulation model. In both situations, two test
cases are presented : a load variation and a sudden three-phase short circuit. Finally, a
demonstration of a model-based monitoring application is presented to conclude the chapter.
Chapter 4 demonstrates the application of the developed system to a real power plant. A de-
tailed description of the hydroelectric power plant is presented with the modeling of hydraulic
main components such as pipe, surge tank and turbine. Some adaptations are then explained
such as a simpliﬁcation of the model for real-time application as well as the development of an
interface to make the developed system compatible with the power plant. Then, validations
from two measurement campaigns are presented. The ﬁrst validations consist on the one
hand, in evaluating the consistency of results from the simulation models and on the other
hand, conﬁrm the accuracy of the simpliﬁcations carried out on the validated model for
real-time application. The second validations present the results of the power plant model,
performed in real-time.
Finally, chapter 5 presents a summary of the presented work. Perspective and improvements
are also suggested for further developments.
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2Real-time simulator
2.1 Literature overview
2.1.1 Evolution of real-time simulators
In many contexts, simulation is a numerical resolution for mathematical representation to
reproduce real phenomena of the studied system. In power system engineering, dynamic
behaviors under steady-state or transient conditions are studied using the simulation, such
as electromagnetic transient (EMT). Since mid-1990s, computation technologies have con-
siderably evolved, leading toward physical/analog simulators with sophisticated simulation
models, as illustrated in Figure 2.1. And with the emergence of digital systems, the develop-
ment of simulator worked toward hybrid analogue-digital simulators capable of analyzing
these EMT behaviors [12–14]. The drawbacks of this kind of simulators are the high price of
the computation hardware and the space that they occupy. Furthermore, skilled technicians
were required to handle the device operational.
The development of microprocessors with the ﬂoating point representation has created the
ﬁrst custom digital simulators, causing the fading of physical simulators [15]. DSP-based
simulators were mainly used for hardware-in-the-loop (HIL) applications [16, 17], but the
11
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limited performance of hardware restrains the possibilities for fast applications which leaded
to the supercomputer-based simulators [18,19].
At the same time, some universities and research institutes investigated the development of
a fully digital real-time simulator based on standard computers, commercially available, to
compete against the supercomputers which were highly costly. The development of pc-based
simulators were a difﬁcult task due to the lack of fast and low-cost inter-computer communi-
cation link. This issue was cleared with recent advancements of computer components with
the emergence of multi-core processors, which present currently greater performance than a
supercomputer equipped with 24-CPU that were existing 10 years ago. Such COTS1-based
real-time simulations are running under operating systems (OS) such as Windows, Linux and
standard real-time OS, making them compatible with power system analysis software tools
such as EMTP-RV [20] or Simulink [21], which enable real-time simulations available for power
grids, hydropower, systems in all-electric automotive and aircraft.
The last trend consists of building simulation models into a FPGA [22, 23]. Despite some
current limitations on implementablemodel size due to limited number of gates, this approach
seems to be promising for the following reasons: (i) Computation time within each time-step
is almost independent of system size because of the parallel nature of FPGAs; (ii) Overruns
cannot occur once the model is running and timing constrains are met; (iii) The simulation
Analog Simulators
Digital Supercomputer
Simulators
Hybrid (Analog/Digital) Simulators
Custom Digital Simulators
Digital COTS
Simulators
FPGA
Simulation
on Chip
1960 1970 1980 1990 2000 2010 Time
C
os
t
Figure 2.1: Evolution of real-time simulation technologies [4]
1Commercially Off-The-Shelf
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time-step can be very small in the order of 250 [ns].
Regardless the real-time simulator used, it exists three speciﬁc categories of applications.
• Rapid Control Prototyping (RCP): The plant controller is implemented in the real-time
simulator and is connected to a physical plant. The RCP offers an easy implementation
and debug of the prototype. It presents indeed the ﬂexibility of modifying controller
parameters or its ﬁne tuning during the test.
• Hardware-in-the-Loop (HIL): A physical controller is connected to a virtual plant, im-
plemented in a real-time simulator. This application is a variation of RCP where the
physical plant is replaced by a virtual one, offering therefore the same advantages as RCP.
In addition, HIL simulations enable an early testing when test benches are not available
or too costly. It also allows the study of the systems under extreme situations, which are
unavailable on real hardware.
• Software-in-the-Loop (SIL): SIL is the logical combination following RCP and HIL appli-
cations. Both controller and plant are implemented in a single and powerful enough
simulator. Since they run on the same device, timing with outside the simulator and
inputs/outputs management are no longer critical, thus signals preserve their whole
integrity.
2.1.2 Best ﬁtting domain of applications
The high complexity of modern smart grid design demands advanced design and testing
approaches. Real-time simulators is a great help regarding to test complex smart grid systems
or power system development.
Baek et al. presented a method where advanced voltage management system is tested to con-
trol reactive power generation in a practical power system. The secondary voltage controller
(SVC) has a drawback occurring large transient phenomena shortly after the SVC starts to
operate due to the difference of operation statuses before and after the SVC operates. The
management program is implemented in a real-time simulator and demonstrates the capacity
of the system to solve the issue on a power system in Jeju island in Korea [24]. Ahmidi et
al. adapted secondary voltage regulation strategies for a distributed network composed of
wind farms [25] into a multilevel control system. This actual system presents an optimal
multilevel control system which allows the doubly fed synchronous generator based wind
farms to participate at reactive power balancing in transmission network. On the other hand
Richardot et al. proposed in [26] a coordinated voltage control applied to distribution network
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capable of managing efﬁcient reactive energy reserve and compare the latter system to the
classic secondary voltage control.
Roscoe et al. described an implementation method in a HIL environment, which characterizes
three-phase AC power systems (generators, loads, controls, protection devices, and switches).
The system is realized by using a real-time power-network simulator, which interacts with the
hardware through the indirect control of a large synchronous generator and by measuring
currents ﬂowing from its terminals [27]. Teninge et al. focused on a methodology to model and
simulate a medium scale distribution network with several feeders in a real-time multi-core
environment [28]. They presented validation results through data of a 20 kV existing medium
scale distribution network in France. Sun et al. presented a real-time, distributed algorithm
that enables the distributed storage units to determine their own charging or discharging
amounts, providing power balancing services [29].
Considerable efforts are made to propose State-Space-Nodal (SSN) solvers to improve real-
time performance. Indeed, in [30], Dufour et al. proposed a solution method that combines
SSN analysis for models of electrical systems, leading to [31], where they presented a SSN
solver of ARTEMiS for models that features different operations modes and/or models with a
high degree of internal redundancy.
In 2012, Sarri et al. has introduced a real-time state estimator in [32], applicable for optimal
voltage control and fault detection for an active distributed network. An Iterative Kalman
Filter (IFF) based algorithm is implemented for states estimation. A comparative evalution
with the traditional Weight Least Squares (WLS) is achieved to assess its performance. On
larger scale, Vanfretti et al. published a toolkit for Wide Area Monitoring systems , compatible
with LabView environment. The kit enables a fast full scale prototyping testing in real-time
and features data handling of synchrophasor for a speciﬁc analysis. At the same time, they
present an application of a multitaper spectral estimator [33], focused on mode frequency
from the electro-mechanical units in the Nordic grid. The paper gives a special attention on
forced ocillations.
Majumder et al. proposed in [34], an application of a normalized H∞ loop-shaping tech-
nique for design and simpliﬁcation of damping controllers in the liner matrix inequalities
(LMI) framework. The designed control algorithm is implemented using a rapid prototyping
controller, where the performance was validated using a detailed model of multi-machine
power system. The simulation model is implemented in multi-processor based PC running in
real-time with Linux. Domahidi et al. presented a design and real-time implementation of a
self-tuning ﬂexible AC transmission system (FACTS) controller for power oscillation damping.
The approach demonstrated the feasibility and the performance of an adaptive controller
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capable of an online parameters identiﬁcation, under large disturbances [35].
Yamane et al. studied the stability of power hardware-in-the-loop simulation (PHIL) using
a smart grid laboratory for modern houses distribution systems [36]. This latter includes
multiple energy sources and energy regeneration capability
Real-time simulations are therefore widely used in power systems investigation on different
scale levels. Nevertheless, other domains of applications are intensively using such simulators
according to the type of applications or the availability of devices. Indeed, considerable
investigations are carried out in the development of drive systems. The cost of equipment, the
short testing periods restraint developers to use of model-based techniques.
Dufour et Belanger presented an hardware-in-the-loop simulation of a fuel cell hybrid elec-
tric vehicle system with several 10 kHz converters, implemented in the RT-LAB simulator. It
demonstrates the necessity of using special models of IGBT bridge which implements inter-
polation techniques within ﬁxed time step in [37]. Based on the same IGBT bridge models,
Dufour et al. demonstrated technologies designed for hardware-in-the-loop testing of perma-
nent magnet synchronous motor drive systems in fuel cell electric vehicles in [38]. Various
motor drive models with different complexities from the basic Park two-axis machine models
to detailed ﬁnite-element-analysis, are implemented on different hardware such as CPU or
FPGA in order to compare performances and precisions.
Similarly, A. Myaing et et al. in [39] achieved a comparison study with different behavioral level
of IGBT models for FPGA-based real-time simulation (Altera Startix III). Their evaluation is
presented using a three-level 12-pulse voltage source converter system driving a squirrel-cage
induction motor. They suggested to use behavior model simulation on the early stage of
system development, when efﬁciency is still not considered since such model is fast but comes
with a sacriﬁce of accuracy and details.
As another type of automotive application, Tiegna et al. proposed a data-driven predictive
control technique to improve the shift quality, i.e. smoothness and efﬁciency, of vehicles
equipped a dual-clutch transmission (DCT) in [40]. Implemented in a FPGA, the effectiveness
of the control was assessed using a rapid prototyping platform based on dSPACE, simulating
the DCT behavior, in order to guarantee of a real-time environment.
The domain of design and integration of an All-Electric Ship is a challenge, which requires
testing the interactions of hundreds of interconnected power electronic subsystems from
different manufacturers. Paquin et al. tested these interactions using HIL simulations to
evaluate the performance of some parts of these very complex systems, allowing to reduce the
cost, duration and risks since large test benches or the use of actual equipment are required
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for commissioning [41].
Lee et al. developed an antiskid brake system (ABS) during an aircraft landing allowing to
reduce landing distance and increase safeties [42]. The study of such systems required ﬁve
degrees of freedom aircraft landing model, where different road conditions could be simulated.
The model is interacting with hydraulic brake systems of a real aircraft, which was controlled
by the ABS algorithm.
Blànquez et al. presented a a real time power plant simulation platform as a tool for education
purpose on electrical protections and automatic voltage regulators since any failure during
the tests may bring some risk not only for the generator, but also for the reliability of the power
grid [43].
At the time of the proposal the present thesis, real-time development have been carried out
in [5,16,44]. The presentation of this actual real-time layer is referred to in chapter 2.2.
2.2 Requirements for real-time simulation
Simulation is a calculation process attempting to ﬁnd numerical solutions given a ﬁxed time
step from a mathematical model, enabling to analyze or predict the system behavior from a
set of parameters and initial conditions. When this procedure is subject to time constraints, it
is referred to real-time simulation or online simulation.
2.2.1 General concept
At each time step, simulation executes scrupulously the following sequences:
1. Reading inputs;
2. Applying numerical integration algorithm;
3. Generating results;
4. Holding on for the next step.
As it is illustrated in Figure 2.2.
Considering a time reference Tn and an integration time Tint , three situations are distin-
guished during the simulation procedure, as illustrated in Figure 2.3.
• Case 1 : Tint < Tn+i ;
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• Case 2 : Tint > Tn+i ;
• Case 3 : Tint < Tn+i but Tint has the same time rate as Tn+i .
The numerical resolution in case 1 is faster than Tn . The simulation maintains its integration
process without any idle time, resulting to a resolution time faster than the given time of simu-
lation. The case 2 illustrates the situation where Tint is longer than Tn , and as a consequence,
resolution time is longer than the given time of simulation. This kind of instance may occur
when the model complexity is too high compared to the computation power or the time step
is very short due to very fast transient and Tint overﬂows on Tn . The case 3 has a Tint faster
than Tn as in case 1. However, the start of the numerical resolution is synchronized with
the reference clock Tn . Consequently, the elapsed time of the simulation corresponds to the
elapsed time of the reference clock.
The two ﬁrst situations are referred to as ofﬂine simulations, whereas the case 3 corresponds
to the real-time simulation in the literature. Indeed, a real-time simulation is assigned to a
simulation where time is elapsing at the same rate as a reference clock. This reference clock
is usually executed at the same rate as its real counterpart. Therefore, time is an additional
constraint that simulation model and computation performance must handle.
Start of processt rt f r
Linked with
hardware
i  it  
r r
InitialisationI iti li ti
Numerical
resolution
ri l 
r l ti
Correct
settings
rr t 
tti
Read inputs i t
Writing outputsriti  t t
imulation overSi l ti  r
End of process f r
YES
NO
YES
NO YES
NO
YES
NO
Start next stept rt t t
Waiting loop
Figure 2.2: Basic functional diagram of real-time simulation process
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2.2.2 Timing and constraint
During a real-time simulation, accuracy of computations not only depends upon the precise
representation of the system, but also on length of time that results are produced. In fact, in
order to be synchronized with the reference clock, computation time must be short enough to
perform all the necessary operations for a given time step Tstep . Further, real-time simulation
generally interacts with external devices, thus time for handling inputs and outputs must also
be considered while deﬁning Tstep . Consequently, every simulation step, real-time simulators
are bonded to 2.1 with Tadd , additional time for communication with external devices.
Tstep > Tint +Tadd (2.1)
In the case where operations sequences are not achieved within the ﬁxed-time, the simulations
are considered as invalid. This instance is commonly referred as "overruns".
Furthermore, carrying out a real-time simulation is one thing, however, performing it syn-
chronously with occurring events is another issue. Indeed, with a time step long enough
satisfying Eq. 2.1, event can occur during a time step, as illustrated with the single-phase
converter in Figure 2.4a with the switch-on of the thyristor. Consequently, a jitter induces cur-
rent discrepancies in term of phase and amplitude as seen in Figure 2.4b. Moreover, multiple
events can occur during a single time-step and without proper handling from the simulator,
only the last one may be considered resulting to invalid results.
tn+2tn tn+1 tn+3 tn+4
Reference clock
Case 1
Case 2
Case 3
Tint
Figure 2.3: Ofﬂine simulations techniques and real-time simulation requisites
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(b) Comparison of current from real circuit and simulation model
Figure 2.4: Overrun real-time simulation with a given time step (Tstep=Ts) [4]
2.3 Numerical simulator
The simulation software "SIMSEN" for SImulateur Modulaire pour Système ENergétique, is
a simulation platform based on modular structure. [9, 45]. The approach of the modular
structure enables the fast build of any type of power systems topology and the analysis of
dynamic behaviors under steady-state or transient conditions in phase quantities.
2.3.1 General description
SIMSEN has a wide collection of implemented libraries, including components for power
networks such as voltage sources, transmission lines, transformers, circuit-breakers and power
semi-conductor components with regulator functions. Different type AC electric machines
are also available with a hydraulic library of modules, enabling as a result, the modeling and
the dynamic response of multi-physics energetic systems.
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2.3.2 Mathematical representation
Each element of SIMSEN is represented by an independent sub-system modeled with a set of
ﬁrst-order differential equations in the form of Eq. 2.2.
[A] · d
dt
[X]= [B] · [X]+ [C] (2.2)
with
A : State global matrix
B : Auxiliary matrix
C : Boundary conditions vector
X : State vector
The connection between different elements generates an equivalent set of equations related
to the whole system model, in the same form as Eq. 2.2 due to the identical structure of
sub-systems. The numerical resolution is carried out using the fourth order algorithm of
Runge Kutte (RK45), which presents a method reasonably simple to implement with a good
robustness and accuracy.
2.3.3 Real-time in SIMSEN
Running on a general-purpose computer, the real-time extension available in SIMSEN and
referred to as SIMSEN-RT was ﬁrst developed in [5] to achieve HIL simulations for power sys-
tems using hardware regulators. Parameters ﬁne-tuning of regulators and tests under different
situations such as emergency shutdown or islanded operation, were therefore applicable. The
development was pursued further in [16] using an industrial regulator with a model of a mixed
islanded power grid enabling the analysis of their interaction.
2.3.4 Description of real-time layer
Timers
Operation system (OS) such as Windows, is not suitable for real-time applications due to the
priority interruption process not dedicated to the real-time simulations, inducing therefore
addition latency in the process which can lead to jitters.
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Based on the same numerical integration engine as SIMSEN, SIMSEN-RT presents two timer
options as reference clock. The ﬁrst timer features the Windows Multimedia Timer (MMT)
from Windows OS. The high priority interruptions called by this latter enables to schedule
simulation process as a top priority over other windows tasks, ensuring that all the operations
is dedicated to real-time simulations. However, the resolution of time interval cannot be
guaranteed under 1 [ms], limiting consequently the time step up to 1 [ms].
The second timer uses the Windows function "Query Performance Counter". The approach
retrieves the current value of the counter with a high resolution time stamp (1 [μs]), that is
used to estimate the time interval of time step. This method gives the possibility of settling a
time step below 1 [ms], however the high priority interruptions are not available as a drawback.
In other words, violations of time constraint must be admitted as long as numerical resolution
can compensate it afterward, which means jitters can occur, degrading results from the real-
time simulation.
Hardware interface
The link between the simulator and the real devices, sharing the same inputs and outputs
(I/O), are made through an acquisition board embedding AD/DA converters. The current
acquisition board (SORCUS [46]) for SIMSEN-RT comprises a PCI-board with 6 available
slots where AD/DA converters modules can be placed. These modules feature 4 differential
I/O of ±10 [V] with a 12-bits resolution and communicate with the simulator by means of
"RT-element" component, which updates the I/O at the start of each time step.
User interface
A speciﬁc user interface is activated as soon as the real-time simulation is starting, giving the
opportunity to interact with the simulation in real-time. Figure 2.5 presents the latter interface
featuring the following functionalities:
• Manual access to channels inputs and outputs;
• Initialization function for the external hardware device;
• Real-time display of the results;
• Automated or manual activation of disturbances process.
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2.3.5 Limit of real-time capability in SIMSEN
The real-time extension in SIMSEN was developed for HIL applications [5,16] using DC signals.
As a consequence, the time resolution of Multi Media Timer (MMT) is perfectly suitable for
such applications. By contrast, systems with a slow Electromagnetic Transient (EMT) response
such as transient behaviors of electric machines requires a smaller time step, which means the
use of the second timer introduced in section 2.3.4. For such applications, the challenge is to
select the right integration step capable to simulate the frequency of the fastest transient, i.e.
in the order of few hundreds microseconds for electric systems, and determine the complexity
or the size of the system model to satisfy Eq. 2.1 along with the ﬁxed Tstep .
Therefore, a survey is conducted using a computer, which speciﬁcations are listed in Table 2.1,
to plot the characteristic of computation power against the model complexity as seen in Figure
2.7 in order to use it as a basis for determining the best compromise between simulation
accuracy and computing power. It consists of estimating the length of Tint for the three given
Tstep , 1.0 [ms], 0.5 [ms] and 0.2 [ms] from the ofﬂine simulations, which was carried out for
Figure 2.5: SIMSEN-RT user’s interface [5]
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different matrix size related to the hydroelectric model of Figure 2.6.
Figure 2.6: Hydroelectric model allowing the variation of complexity used for the survey
The curve resulting from the survey in Figure 2.7 is interpreted as the theoretical limit of Tstep
for a give matrix size since SIMSEN-RT shares the same computation engine. For example, a
model with matrix size of 60x60 cannot exceed a Tstep smaller than 0.2 [ms] without generating
overrun situations in real-time, assuming that any communication time is negligible. In
practice, a time margin is necessary to considerate additional time spent for communicating
with devices and compensate any unexpected interruption from the Operating System (OS).
It is also relevant to note that Tint does not vary signiﬁcantly between different time steps as
expected. The slight discrepancies come especially from the short interruptions generated by
any background task.
In addition, the quadratic evolution of the curve indicate the rapid increase of computa-
tion time with the growth of matrix size. Therefore, the objective is to determine the best
compromise between computation speed and complexity of model as mentioned previously.
OS Windows 7 64-bits
Processor 8x Intel Core i7 @ 3.4Ghz
Random Access Memory (RAM) 16 GB
Table 2.1: Computer speciﬁcations used for the survey
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3
Real-time simulations for a
reduced-scale energy
system
3.1 Development of a small-scaled power prototype
This chapter introduces the realization of a real-time simulation on SIMSEN, running in paral-
lel with the reduced-scale power unit. The real-time simulation will feature an integration time
suitable for any AC quantity with a frequency of 50[Hz], which involves the issues discussed in
section 2.2.2. In addition, the set-up of this prototype is used as a benchmark to emphasize
and anticipate eventual issues before the measurement campaign on an existing hydroelectric
power plant introduced in chapter 4.
3.1.1 Methodology of the development
The development of the small-scaled power unit follows a systematic approach, separated
into three distinct parts as seen in Figure 3.1.
• The "Concept" regroups the technical feasibility where hardware and sensors (type,
nature of signals, accuracy and the bandwidth) are selected, based on the application
purpose.
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Figure 3.1: Methodology employed for the test bench development
• The "Design" is themodeling of the test bench and it includes typical tests for parameters
identiﬁcation in a electric machine, introduced in appendix A.1.
• The "Demonstration" consists of evaluating the models with experimental validations
including ofﬂine simulations and followed by real-time simulations. Ofﬂine simulations
enable to verify the consistency of identiﬁed parameters under ideal conditions before
testing the simulation model under real-time conditions, where the model is driven by
measured boundary conditions, thus enabling the assessment of similar state as the
physical plant.
3.1.2 Description of the reduced scale power unit
The test bench enables to emulate the dynamic behavior of an existing power unit in a reduced
scale where typical tests such as load variation or load rejection, but also critical situations
such as faults can be achieved for study purposes.
The set-up of the unit includes a synchronous generator, with a rotor circuit supplied by an
external single-phase voltage source which is manually controlled. The connection of stator
terminal to the power network is carried out through a three-phase circuit-breaker. Such
type of generator is usually operating in hydroelectric power plants, which has dictated the
orientation toward a salient-pole machine, which speciﬁcations are reported in Table 3.1.
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Synchronous machine DC machine
Clutch
Speed
sensor
Figure 3.2: Reduced-scale power unit, modeling a the behavior of a generator-turbine group
The prime mover of the generator is a DC machine with a separated excitation system. This
kind of machine features a torque that is proportional to the current circulating in its rotor
circuit. Consequently, different torque proﬁles can be implemented in its control system, by
regulating the current. As a result, different transient behaviors can be achieved with the test
bench, such as start-up, shutdown, load variations, etc.
As seen in Figure 3.2, the two machines are coupled by means of a mechanical coupling, which
features a lever for an easy coupling/decoupling.
Synchronous machine DC machine
Quantity Value Quantity Value
Rated power SR 6.25 [kVA] Rated power PR,DC 5.5 [kW]
Rated voltage VR 380 [V] Rated voltageUR,DC 110 [V]
Rated current IR 9.5 [A] Rated current IR,DC 50 [A]
Rated frequency FR 50 [Hz] Rated excitation voltageUexc,R 110 [V]
Rated excitation current I f R 2.8 [A] Rated excitation current Iexc,R 2 [A]
Number of poles 2p 4 Rated speed NR 1500 [rpm]
Table 3.1: Rated parameters of synchronous machine
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3.2 Electric machines modeling
The electric machine is a rotating device performing an electromechanical energy conversion.
There are different types and sizes widely used in various domain of applications such as
transportation or power generation, mainly.
Two operation modes are distinguished, deﬁned by the direction of power ﬂow:
• Generator mode: Driven by a prime mover, the electric machine converts the mechani-
cal (kinetic) energy into the electric form;
• Motor mode: The electric machine acts as a prime mover, converting the electric energy
into the mechanical one.
There are numerous kinds of such rotating machines, such as induction machines, syn-
chronous machines, DC machines (non-exhaustive list) with an operation principle differing
to each other. In the context of thiswork, themodeling of electricmachines, based on [6,47–50],
is dedicated to a salient-pole synchronous machine, introduced in section 3.2.1.
3.2.1 Salient-pole synchronous machines
Synchronous machines are usually constituted of an armature, identical to other polyphase
rotating machines, and a rotor with a single phase winding, excited by a DC current. Due to the
f f’
a
a’
c’
b’
b
c
Quadrature
axis
Axis of the
stator phase aθ
Direct axis
Figure 3.3: Cross-section of a salient-pole synchronous machine of one pair pole [6]
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low rotational speed, i.e. 100-750 [rpm], the salient-pole machine is suitable for hydroelectric
power plants where they are coupled to Pelton, Francis or Kaplan turbines according to the
head characteristics. They are characterized by an asymmetrical geometry of rotor as seen in
Figure 3.3, which rotates at the same frequency as the rotating ﬁeld generated by the power
network, i.e. 50 [Hz] in Europe. This synchronous speed is deﬁned as a function of the number
of pair poles "p" in Eq. 3.1
N = 60 f
p
[r pm] (3.1)
where f corresponds to the frequency of the network in Hertz.
3.2.2 Equivalent circuits of synchronous machines
The modeling of synchronous machine projects the magnetic linked ﬂux generated from the
rotor and circulating through the air-gap and stator, on two orthogonal axes shifted by an
angle θ against the axis of phase a of stator windings, as seen in Figure 3.3. The direct axis in
the alignment of the rotor pole by convention whereas the quadrature axis is perpendicular to
the direct axis. The ﬂux projection on the reference frame describes the reactions between
ﬂuxes from stator, rotor or damping windings by means of two equivalent electric circuits, as
presented in Figure 3.4. As a result, the time domain analysis of dynamic behavior is explained
through electric quantities, which leads to the set of equations related to the circuits from Eq.
3.2 to 3.7 in per unit.
ud = rsid +
1
ωn
d
dt
[
xad
(
id + iD + i f
)+xσd id ]−ωm [xaq (iq + iQ)+xσq iq] (3.2)
uq = rsiq + 1
ωn
d
dt
[
xaq
(
iq + iQ
)+xσq iq]+ωm [xad (id + iD + i f )+xσd id ] (3.3)
uo = rsio + 1
ωn
d
dt
xoio (3.4)
0= rDiD + 1
ωn
d
dt
[
xad
(
id + iD + i f
)+xσD f (id + iD )+xσDiD] (3.5)
uf = r f i f +
1
ωn
d
dt
[
xad
(
id + iD + i f
)+xσD f (id + iD )] (3.6)
0= rQiQ + 1
ωn
d
dt
[
xaq
(
iq + iQ
)+xσQiQ] (3.7)
This representation is purely mathematical, which allows to liberate ﬁrst from the parameters
variations over time, such as inductances, induced by the rotation. And secondly, the variables
components, i.e. voltages and currents, on each axis are totally decoupled to each other,
simplifying thus the study of time domain analysis. The physical quantities are retrieved
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Figure 3.4: Equivalent circuits of synchronous machines
using the mathematical transformation proposed by [51]. The accuracy of the modeling
depends upon the elements value in Figure 3.4. These latter are estimated by means of
various identiﬁcations tests, which are introduced in appendix A.1, performed on the assigned
machine. Based on the assumptions that the parameters xd , x
′
d , x
′′
d , xσd , T
′
d , T
′′
d and xq , x
′′
q ,
xσq , T ′′q related to the direct axis and quadrature axis are known, [52] yields to the relations
enabling to calculate all the elements of the equivalent circuits in per unit.
The equations involving the opened-circuit time constants T ′d0 and T
′′
d0, deﬁned as
T ′do +T ′′do =
xd
x ′d
T ′d +
(
1− xd
x ′d
+ xd
x ′′d
)
T ′′d ; T
′
doT
′′
do = T ′dT ′′d
xd
x ′′d
(3.8)
For a given Canay reactance xc (see appendix A.1.5), this leads to the preliminary equations as
follows.
xdc = xd −xc ; x ′′dc = x ′′d −xc (3.9)
T ′dc +T ′′dc =
xd
xdc
(
T ′d +T ′′d
)− xc
xdc
(
T ′do +T ′′do
)
; T ′dcT
′′
dc = T ′doT ′′do
x ′′dc
xdc
(3.10)
x ′dc = xdc
T ′dc −T ′′dc
T ′do +T ′′do −T ′′dc
(
1+ xdc
x ′′dc
) (3.11)
The reactances of the equivalent circuit related to the direct axis are ﬁnally obtained using Eq.
3.12 to Eq. 3.14.
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xad = xd −xσd ; xσ f =
(
xad
xdc
)2 xdcx ′dc
xdc −x ′dc
(3.12)
xσD =
(
xad
xdc
)2 x ′dcx ′′dc
x ′dc −x ′′dc
; xσD f =
xad
xdc
(xc −xσd ) (3.13)
r f =
xσ f
ωnT ′dc
; rD = xσD
ωnT ′′dc
(3.14)
In a similar approach, the equations related to the model elements of the quadrature axis yield
xaq = xq −xσq (3.15)
xσQ =
x ′′q −xσq
xq −x ′′q
xaq (3.16)
rQ = 1
ωnT ′′q
x ′′q
xq
x2aq(
xq −x ′′q
) (3.17)
In practice, the leakage reactances of stator windings xσd , xσq are assumed as equal (xσd =
xσq ).
3.3 Modeling in SIMSEN
3.3.1 SIMSEN layout of the low power unit for real-time applications
The model of the test bench in SIMSEN is constituted of synchronous machine connected
to the 380 [V] power network, represented by a three-phase voltage source. The voltage level
estimated from the measurements is applied on the element during a real-time simulation.
The three-phase circuit-breaker is placed between the stator terminals and the inﬁnite bus.
Represented by a pure three-phase resistance, which reproduces the opening and closing state
of the circuit breaker with respectively a high value and a nil value, this element enables to
simulate the synchronization process of the synchronous machine. Indeed, its algorithm is
implemented in a macro, a subsystem where various functions can be deﬁned, as detailed in
appendix A.2.
The model of synchronous machine is represented by its own element where the equations 3.2
to 3.7 are implemented. A mechanical mass is connected to the machine and corresponds to
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the equivalent inertia of the synchronous machine, including the inertia of the prime mover.
This element is driven by the setting signal of torque applied on the real DC motor and allows
the model to behave as the test bench.
The rotor circuit is supplied from a DC voltage source, which is driven from the measured ﬁeld
current and then converted into an equivalent voltage through a coefﬁcient. This approach
avoids the modeling of excitation systems while the dynamic of control system is maintained.
Finally, the element "RTcom" is acting as an intermediary between the acquisition board and
the simulation model. Indeed, this element collects data from measured quantities, such
as three-phase stator current, speed and air-gap torque1 and store them in a element called
"Output" as seen in Figure 3.6, or can be used to drive the simulation model on the described
element above.
Figure 3.5: Model of test bench in SIMSEN for real-time simulations
Figure 3.6: Comparison block
1Air-gap torque estimation device, detailed in appendix A.3
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3.3.2 Parameters in the model of synchronous machine
The parameters of the synchronous machine are identiﬁed by means of tests described in
appendix A.1. The identiﬁed parameters are summarized in Table 3.2.
Parameters of synchronous machine
Resistance of stator winding rs 0.045 [p.u.]
Leakage reactance of stator winding xσ 0.06 [p.u.]
Synchronous direct reactance xd 1.21 [p.u.]
Synchronous quadrature reactance xq 0.76 [p.u.]
Direct transient reactance x ′d 0.16 [p.u.]
Direct sub-transient reactance x ′′d 0.13 [p.u.]
Direct sub-transient reactance x ′′q 0.22 [p.u.]
Direct transient time constant T ′d 110 [ms]
Direct sub-transient time constant T ′′d 16 [ms]
Inertia J 0.25 [kgm2]
Table 3.2: Identiﬁed parameters of the model of synchronous machine
The calculation of elements in the equivalent circuit of synchronous machine is made with
the following assumptions:
• The stator leakage reactance xσ is identical for both axes, i.e. xσ = xσd = xσq ;
• The sub-transient time constants are considered as equal, thus T ′′q = T ′′d .
The calculated values are reported in Table 3.3.
Model parameters
rs 0.045 [p.u.] xσ f 0.0976 [p.u.]
xσs 0.06 [p.u.] rD 0.0178 [p.u.]
xad 1.15 [p.u.] xσD 0.506 [p.u.]
xσD f 0.0414 [p.u.] xaq 0.70 [p.u.]
r f 0.0063 [p.u.] rQ 0.207 [p.u.]
Table 3.3: Calculated elements of the equivalent model, based on the identiﬁed parameters
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3.4 Experimental evaluation of identiﬁed parameters
3.4.1 Saturation effect
The parameters listed in Table 3.3 were identiﬁed under saturated conditions. Consequently,
the SIMSEN model yields simulation results, which would be unsaturated with nominal
operations.
This case would be correct for large power machines, whose saturation only appears beyond
the rated voltage level. However, such small machine shows important saturation (see Figure
A.1), which may induce relevant discrepancies as seen in the top plot of Figure 3.7 under
identical state.
The saturation effect is taken account when the model is linked to the element "SATUR". As a
result, the amplitude of current is corrected, reducing then the error from 19.67 [%] to 6 [%] as
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Figure 3.7: Stator current ir without compensation of saturation with the synchronous ma-
chine operating at P=0 [W] and I f = 0 [A] under the same voltage level.
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Figure 3.8: Stator current ir with compensation of saturation with the synchronous machine
operating at P=0 [W] and I f = 0 [A] under the same voltage level.
seen in Figure 3.8.
3.4.2 Transient phenomena in electric machines
Validation of model presented in Figure 3.5 is achieved using the comparison between mea-
surements and simulation results. Two test cases are proposed:
1. Torque step - Connected to the network, the synchronous machine operates in steady-
state with a power equal to p=0.12 [p.u.] and cos
(
φ
)
=1. A step of torque command signal
is applied on the control system of the prime mover. This latter provides then a torque
step from 0.12 [p.u.] to 0.42 [p.u.] to the generator.
2. Sudden three-phase short-circuit - The synchronous machine operates under no-load
conditions, i.e. nominal voltage induced on opened stator terminals. A sudden three-
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phase short-circuit is performed on the stator windings.
Simulation results for torque step test
The results of load variation are presented in Figure 3.9, using the power convention of
generator. The unit operates as a generator in steady-state, feeding an active power of 0.12
[p.u.] to the grid. The amplitude of ﬁeld current is settled to its no-load value so that there
is no transfer of reactive power. At t=0.15 [s], the external torque increases to 0.42 [p.u.]. As
as result, the rotational speed accelerates, increasing the load angle of the generator. This
generates an increase of magnetic coupling stator-rotor illustrated by the air-gap torque in
Figure 3.9, which if strong enough slows down the speed and oscillations phenomena begins
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Figure 3.9: Oscillations of torque after a sudden variation of torque and RMS amplitude of
stator current, in per unit
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around the equilibrium point, until the total stabilization.
The comparison of results conﬁrms the expectation. First, the local mode is veriﬁed with
the values graphically determined on the air-gap torque: f0,mes = 3.64 [Hz] and f0,sim = 3.79
[Hz], corresponding respectively to the measured and simulated mode with an error of 4.12
[%]. This mode depends on the operating point before the disturbance and the inertia of the
system, which is, as a reminder, the total one including the prime mover and the synchronous
machine. Therefore, this comparison validates the correct estimation of the inertia in section
A.1. Secondly, as displayed under the RMS amplitude for visibility reason in the bottom
plot of Figure 3.9, the stator current shows good agreements. Indeed, the amplitude and
oscillation frequency of the simulated current seems to be "tracking" the measurement during
the transient state, after the torque step was carried out. In addition, the simulated current
is stabilizing toward the same measured value of current in steady-state. Consequently, the
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Figure 3.10: Validation of sudden three-phase short-circuited current
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simulation model of the unit reproduces correctly the dynamic behavior of the test bench
under typical transient cases and in steady-state case.
Sudden three-phase short-circuit test
Figure 3.10 and Figure 3.11 present the sudden three-phase short-circuit performed on the
synchronousmachine. This test represents themost critical fault that amachine can encounter
during the operation, which means that the good agreement complete the assessment of the
model.
Figure 3.10 shows that the sudden voltage drop on stator windings generates a high peak
current at t=0.47 [s]. The oscillations amplitude are then damped, according to the time
constants T ′d and T
′′
d . Moreover, the asymmetrical component of the transient currents induce
a continuous component in the rotor circuit. Figure 3.11 shows the reaction of ﬁeld current
during the transient. This induced component is damped with the stabilization of the stator
currents.
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Figure 3.11: Validation of sudden three-phase short-circuited current
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In both ﬁgures, simulation results show good agreement with measurements. Indeed, the
model shows similar current amplitude, especially concerning the damping over time, despite
discrepancies on the ﬁrst peak which depends upon the angular position of rotor. Furthermore,
the reaction of rotor circuit was correctly depicted, which attests the correctness of identiﬁed
parameters.
3.4.3 Real-time simulation scenarios
The ofﬂine validations presented a simulation model, which is capable of simulating similar
dynamic behavior of the test bench under ideal conditions, i.e. without noise, commuta-
tions effect from converters, etc. The following ﬁgures show identical test cases but under
similar conditions as the ones presented in the ofﬂine validation, i.e. step of external torque
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Figure 3.12: Comparison of air-gap torque, ﬁeld current and stator current during a torque
step in real-time
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Figure 3.13: Short-circuited stator currents during the sudden three-phase short-circuit in
real-time
and sudden three-phase short-circuit. As previously, comparison between simulations and
measurements are applied to assess the validity of the system.
The real-time simulations showed good agreement in both test cases, allowing therefore the
use of the developed system for monitoring and fault detection applications. It still has to
be noted that the sudden short-circuit test case shows signiﬁcant discrepancies in Figure
3.13 in terms of peak amplitudes after the short-circuit occurs. These amplitudes depend on
the angular position of the rotor, which was totally arbitrary and not measurable on the real
unit and therefore, the difference of position between the model and the unit justiﬁes these
differences. That being said, the damping amplitude shows similar evolution, still enabling
the validation of the model.
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Figure 3.14: Short-circuited ﬁeld current during the sudden three-phase short-circuit in real-
time
3.4.4 Conclusion
Validation tests have remarkably demonstrated the accuracy of the implemented model in
SIMSEN. Indeed, identiﬁed parameters have been determined with the assumption that the
machine is unsaturated when it operates under normal conditions. The linear feature of the
equivalent circuit matches greatly for large power machines where saturation usually appears
beyond the nominal voltage level. In the introduced case, the saturation occurs in the range
of operation. As presented in section 3.4.1, the equivalent circuit in SIMSEN was equipped
with the element "SATUR", which takes into consideration the saturation effect and it strongly
reduces the discrepancies between simulations results and measurements.
The simulation time step has been settled at Tstep = 0.5 [ms] with a matrix size of 15x15 related
to the test bench model. With the mentioned settings, simulation results have demonstrated
the good agreement between simulations and reality. The comparison of local mode, currents
amplitude and air-gap torque has enabled to validate the implemented parameters. In real-
time simulation, greater discrepancies were observed in the case of load variation, due to
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small error in boundary conditions. The accumulation of these measurements errors can
generate relevant discrepancies if the errors are too large.
In conclusion, the simulation model implemented in SIMSEN enable a real-time simulation
with good accuracy. The main issue still remains the identiﬁcations of correct parameters
and the precision of measured boundary conditions, which are speciﬁc for all development of
real-time models.
3.5 Model-based monitoring and failure detection
The growth of technology and complex applications have increased recently, resulting to an
increase of demand for safety in various domains such as aerospace. The fault detection
constitutes fundamental prerequisite for safety and reliability, thus an interest of investigation
in advanced systems for fault detection. A fault in a large sense is understood as a malfunction
of the system which can lead to harm or breakdown of the studied system due to an undesired
operation state. [53,54] has identiﬁed ﬁve modern methods of fault diagnosis
1. Hardware redundancy (conventional approach): This kind of system uses arrangement
with several layers of sensors aiming to detect and isolate sensor fault. The same variable
is measured and then compared from different sensors. Any signiﬁcant discrepancy is a
manifestation of fault;
2. Model-based approach (analytical redundancy): This method exploits the knowledge
of the system with a mathematical model of the system, generally implemented into
digital simulator, which permits the detection fault or fault identiﬁcation;
3. Combination of hardware and analytical redundancy: Analytical redundancy replaces
the hardware redundancy when this latter cannot be implemented. It enables to sup-
press some levels of replications as well;
4. Knowledge-based approach: This approach uses the human knowledge of fault and the
qualitative reasoning.
5. A combination of all the above (Expert system approach): The combination of all the
approaches above are implemented for a complex system enables to support decisions
from human knowledge with the diagnosis of quantitative reasoning (analytical and
hardware redundancy).
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Figure 3.15: Model-based monitoring structure using SIMSEN
Figure 3.16: Basic residual generator in SIMSEN
3.5.1 Model-based approach fault diagnosis in SIMSEN
As seen in Figure 3.15, the concept of a model-based approach consists of generating resid-
uals, which represents the discrepancies between observers from simulations outputs and
signals from sensors, related to the monitored quantities. In the absence of fault, data and
simulations show agreement leading to an unbiased residual. Consequently, the model-based
approach is established on the knowledge of the normal operations of the system. A direct
application consists of carry out a monitoring system for the synchronous machine using the
simulation model developed in the previous chapter. The approach suggested in Figure 3.15
demonstrates the feasibility of such application using the real-time simulation from SIMSEN.
The implemented residual generator besides the SIMSEN model in Figure 3.5, is a basic fault
detection which monitor the three-phase stator current. Indeed, any malfunctioning or fault
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Figure 3.17: Model of SIMSEN used for fault detection
is directly fed back to the current. The residual generator presented in Figure 3.16 calculates
the RMS-value of each phase through a dynamic-link library (DLL) function. The currents are
then compared to generate the residual on each phase. If the difference becomes too large, a
ﬂag is raised to report a fault in the logic element.
The "Lag" element enables to delay the variation of RMS-value of measured currents after the
disturbance. This latter gives an interval of time to clear the fault if possible, which would
prevent an unnecessary shutdown.
3.5.2 Fault detection scenario
The experiment sets up a two-phase opening failure of a circuit breaker connected to the stator
windings. The sequence of demonstration is described as follows: the initial operating point
of the test bench is settled at P=-0.14 [p.u.] and Q=-0.32 [p.u] in generator convention. The
opening failure is carried out manually and is performed on the phase R and T, i.e. only the
phase S is opened. As seen in Figure 3.17, themodel used for this application is similar to Figure
3.3. The elements of the synchronous machine with its mechanical mass and its excitation
system remain unchanged. The measured ﬁeld current is still applied on the excitation system
through the conversion block, as well as the command signal of the torque, which drives the
element of mechanical mass. However, the circuit-breaker has been removed compared to
Figure 3.3, making the stator terminals continuously connected to the inﬁnite bus, which is
modeled by the three-phase voltage source. This modiﬁcation is carried out since the real
unit is assumed to be providing or absorbing powers from the power network. In addition,
the element representing the power network is considered as ideal, thus it is not driven by
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the measurement anymore as in the previous model. Indeed, the concept of the model-
based fault detection in SIMSEN is to consider the simulation model as a reference. Under
normal conditions, this latter reproduces similar behaviors of the real unit. However, when
an abnormality occurs, the simulation will continuously operate on the expected operating
points while the real plant will show signs of malfunctions such as pulsations, unbalanced
stator currents, etc. Hence, it is necessary to avoid the simulation model to behave exactly as
the unit.
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Figure 3.18: Air-gap torque before and after failure
The opening of the phase S at t=8.7 [s] has generated an unbalance distribution in the machine,
which means the conditions of voltages and currents in all phases are no longer symmetrical.
Consequently, the currents in the phases R and T pulsate at 50 [Hz] in opposition of phase.
Considering the currents as phasors, this phenomenon creates a negative sequence compo-
nent in the currents with an opposite direction of rotation to the positive sequence, inducing
a negative sequence torque. As a result, the summation of positive sequence torque generates
a constant torque while the interaction of positive and negative sequences induces a torque
pulsating at a frequency of 100 [Hz], which is measured with the torque measurement device
(see Appendix A.3) and seen in Figure 3.18.
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The residuals for each phase throughout the experiment are presented in Figure 3.20. The
logic to detect the fault consists of indicating the malfunctions when the residuals exceed
the threshold, which is settled arbitrarily at 1 [A] for each phase, the failure is detected after
700 [ms] for the phase where the failure occurred. The residual of the two other phases has
increased but not signiﬁcantly to be detected by the logic.
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Figure 3.19: Three-phase current before and after failure
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Figure 3.20: Detection sequence of the failure
3.5.3 Conclusion
The example of application using the simulation models in SIMSEN and running in real-
time has demonstrated the feasibility of monitoring applications as well as a basic failure
detection. Further investigations in detection process would permit an advanced and smart
fault detection using the ﬂexibility features of SIMSEN. Furthermore, monitoring application
is also a possibility by observing quantities although the example has emphasized the usage in
fault detection.
The simulation platform featured an easy logic implementation with the available functions,
which can be modiﬁed easily as well. The use of DLL ﬁle expand the possibility by applying
speciﬁc compiled functions, which are not available in SIMSEN.
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4
Real-time simulations for a
real hydroenergy system
4.1 Hydroelectric power plant
Located in the southern Swiss Alps in the Val d’Anniviers, the society "Forces motrices de la
Gougra SA" operates three power plants which generate a total power of 650 GWh and 30 GWh
of pumping per year since 1954. This energy source comes from hydraulic resources situated
in the Val d’Anniviers and in the valley of Turtmann (or Tourtemagne). The exploitation of
Figure 4.1: Gougra power stations
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this energy is sub-divided between 3 power stations : Mottec, Vissoie and Chipps, which
are operating in series along the Navisence river (Fig. 4.1). The development of real-time
simulation is dedicated to the uppermost upstream power plant : Mottec. Inaugurated in
1959, this latter is a pump-storage station which generates an annual production of about 125
[GWh] with three units of 24 [MW].
(a) View from above of the whole plant (b) Photo of power house
Figure 4.2: Photos of Mottec power plant
Figure 4.3: Layout of Mottec [7]
4.1.1 Modeling of Mottec
The whole installation is composed of a hydraulic installation including the upstream reservoir
and the pipeline, which are feeding water to the power house and the installations inside the
power house, where the electromechanical energy conversion is carried out by the rotating
motor-generators.
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Hydraulic installations
The power house of Mottec is connected to two upstream reservoirs:
• Moiry: Water coming from Moiry is held by an arch-type dam of 148 [m] high, 610 [m]
wide. With a total capacity of 77 millions [m3], the water level can ﬂuctuate between
2150 [masl] and 2249 [masl]1.
• Turtmann: With a maximum and minimum level of 2177 [masl] to 2164 [masl], respec-
tively, water coming from the glacier of Turtmann is collected with an arch-type dam of
30 [m] high and 110 [m] wide in a reservoir with a capacity of 780’000 [m3].
The Turtmann reservoir possesses the greatest potential quantity of water, which exceeds its
limited capacity. The water is therefore pumped through the power house of Mottec to Moiry
reservoir and is used as a water storage.
Each adduction system comprises a gallery, a surge tank and a penstock. The adduction
system of Moiry includes speciﬁcally a gallery of 3380 [m] long with a diameter of 2.4 [m]
which succeeds to Tsarmette surge tank, comprising a lower and a higher expansion chambers
in order to protect the upstreamgallery and stabilize signiﬁcantly backward pressure variations
due to waterhammer effects caused by a disturbance occurred in a turbine. A penstock of
1180 [m] long, which diameter varies between 2.10 [m] and 1.5 [m] is feeding the power house
of Mottec to drive the groups. The water is ﬁnally discharged into the downstream reservoir of
Mottec with a minimum and maximum water level of 1561 [masl] and 1552 [masl], respectively.
Power house of Mottec
The power plant regroups three units with a Pelton turbine and a motor-generator with the
characteristics reported in Table 4.1. Each unit rotates at a nominal speed of 750 [rpm] on
a horizontal axis as seen in Figure 4.4. The Pelton turbine comprises two runners with an
average diameter Dre f of 2 [m] (see Figure 4.10a), which are controlled by two injectors on
each. The motor-generator is a salient-pole synchronous machine which is mechanically
coupled to the turbine and whose rotor circuit is fed by a DC generator connected on the same
shaft.
1The unit "masl" means meter above the sea level.
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Generator Pelton turbine
Apparent power SR 29 [MVA] Power PR 24 [MW]
Stator voltage UR 9.0 [kV] Speed NR 750 [rpm]
Stator current IR 1860.4 [A] Discharge QR 4 [m3/s]
Frequency FR 50 [-] Head HR 656 [m]
Table 4.1: Rated parameters of machines
Figure 4.4: Cross-section of unit 2 with a three stages storage pump [7]
Figure 4.5: Ternary unit 3 of Mottec power plant
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As it was mentioned above, the modeling of Mottec power plant is especially focused on the
adduction system of Moiry-Mottec that is connected to the unit 3 in the power station, since
the test cases introduced further operate under the following state:
• Water coming from Moiry reservoir drives the Pelton runners of unit 3 which operates
normally with the generator connected to the power network.
• The remaining groups are out of service to prevent any disturbances on the operating
unit during the measurement tests.
The modeling of the system in SIMSEN is illustrated in Figure 4.6, with the hydraulic and
electric sides of the model considered for this study and based on the description in [7].
Figure 4.6: Moiry-Mottec simulation model in SIMSEN
4.1.2 Hydraulic system modeling
The one-dimensional hydraulic modeling introduced in [8] enables the mathematical descrip-
tion of dynamic behavior of the hydraulic systems. This approach is based on the following
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(a) Pipe model of length dx
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(b) Equivalent circuit of pipe with length dx
Figure 4.7: Pipe modeling [8]
assumptions, establishes electrical equivalent circuits for different hydraulic components
such as valves, surge tanks and turbines.
• The ﬂow is normal to a cross-section;
• Pressure, ﬂow velocity and density are uniform in a cross-section;
• The convective terms are neglected.
Pipe
The model of the pipe of length L is composed of nb sections of elementary elements of
pipe ﬁlled of water and with length dx, as represented in Figure 4.7a. The one-dimensional
momentum and continuity balance equations Eq. 4.1 yield the behavior for an elementary
component.
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
∂h
∂t
+ a
2
g A
· ∂Q
∂x
= 0
∂h
∂x
+ 1
g A
· ∂Q
∂t
+ λ|Q|
2gDA2
·Q = 0
(4.1)
By assuming that
R = λ|Q|
2gDa2
L = 1
g A
C = g A
a2
(4.2)
where the coefﬁcient λ, the hydraulic resistance R, the hydraulic inductance L and the hy-
draulic capacitance C correspond respectively to the local loss coefﬁcient, energy losses,
inertia and storage effects. The form of Telegrapher’s equations can be dedicated leading to an
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(b) Equivalent circuit of valve
Figure 4.8: Valve modeling [8]
equivalent representation with a T-shaped circuit as seen in Figure 4.7b.
The equations relative to the circuit in Figure 4.7b are based on the Kirchoff’s law. It is
interesting to note that the analysis of this approach consists of wave propagation issues in a
transmission line by considering the voltage and the current as the head and water discharge.
Valve
A valve is a device which regulates the ﬂow by opening, closing or partially obstructing the
ﬂow according to the position "s" of the obturator. Moreover, the valve generates head losses
which are calculated as
Hv = Kv (s)
2g A2
·Q2i (4.3)
Kv (s) is a head loss coefﬁcient characterized by the position of the obturator. In one-dimensional
modeling, the valve is represented by a hydraulic resistance as seen in Figure 4.8 where the
value is function of the obturator position and the discharge.
Rv = Kv (s)
2g A2
· |Qi | (4.4)
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(a) Model of a surge tank
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(b) Equivalent circuit of surge tank
Figure 4.9: Surge tank modeling [8]
Surge Tank
A surge tank is a water storage device used for stabilizing any ﬂuctuation of head (water
hammer effect) and protecting the upstream gallery. The tank is a chamber characterized by
great amount of volume (Figure 4.9a) which allows the conversion of the kinetic energy of the
discharges into a potential energy (head). The sudden change of cross-section during the back
and forth motion of the water is subject to energetic losses which is represented by a hydraulic
resistance Rd in the equivalent circuit where the expression is given by:
Rd (Qc )=
Kd (Qc )
2g A2
· |Qc | (4.5)
with Kd the head loss coefﬁcient and Qc the discharge incoming in the surge tank. The head
losses dissipated in the component is calculated by
Hd =
Kd
2g A2
·Q2c (4.6)
The capacitive behavior of the tank is represented by a capacitance CST in Figure 4.9b and is
directly correlated with the cross-section of the device. The head of the T-junction is expressed
as:
HST = hc +Rd (Qc ) ·Qc (4.7)
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with
Qc =Qi +Qi+1 (4.8)
d
dt
hc = Qc
A (z)
(4.9)
Pelton turbine
The Pelton wheel is an impulse type water turbine. It converts the kinetic energy of water ﬂow
into mechanical energy, as opposed to the reaction turbines that use kinetic and potential
(pressure) energy.
High-speed streams of water coming from injectors are controlled by nozzle leadings to drive
the wheel by pushing the buckets as illustrated in Figure 4.10a. The turbine induces a drop of
head which is modeled by a resistance in the equivalent circuit in Figure 4.10b.
Rt = 1Nin j∑
i=1
1
Rin j
(4.10)
The resistance considers all Nin j injectors available in the turbine into a single equivalent
one. Each injector is considered as a resistance given in Eq. 4.11 and depends upon the
Zref
Qinj
H
HI
Dref
HI
yinj
Ninj = 1,…,7
(a) Model of Pelton turbine
Rt(Q11(yinj))
HI HĪ Qtot
(b) Equivalent circuit of Pelton turbine
Figure 4.10: Pelton turbine modeling [8]
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characteristic in Figure 4.11.
Rin j =
|Qin j |
Q211
(
yin j
)
D4re f
Qtot =
Nin j∑
i=1
Qin j (4.11)
The inﬂuence of injector contribution on turbine efﬁciency is neglected by considering a
single equivalent injector in the case of a multi-injectors wheel.
The model converts the head drop H into a mechanical torque that is expressed as:
T =Kt ·
Nin j∑
i=1
T11
(
N11, yin ji
) ·D3re f ·H (4.12)
where Kt is a coefﬁcient that considers the unsteadiness of the torque during its operation.
(a) Injector discharge characteristic (b) Torque characteristic
Figure 4.11: Typical single injector characteristics of Pelton turbine [8]
4.1.3 Real-time feasibility of Mottec Model
The model of the Mottec power plant from Figure 4.6 featured a matrix size of 321x321,
which involves a real-time feasibility survey based on the Mottec model in SIMSEN. This
survey is more important since a new general-purpose computer is dedicated to Mottec
implementation, which speciﬁcations are reported in Table 4.2. This real-time feasibility is
achieved using similar approach as in section 2.3.5, which consisted of characterizing the
computation power against the matrix size.
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Figure 4.12: Performance of SIMSEN with the model of Mottec
As observed in Figure 4.12, the computation time takes 4 times longer against the settled
integration step Tstep=0.5 [ms] resulting to the situation where the duration of simulation is
longer than the ﬁxed simulation time. Under these circumstances, the use in real-time of the
related model is then not applicable unless simpliﬁcations are carried out in order to improve
the calculation performance. Figure 4.12 indicates that the limit of real-time feasibility is ﬁxed
to a model which matrix would be below a size of 200x200 and would induce a substantial
gain of time.
System Parameter
OS Windows 7 64-bits
Processor
12x Intel(R) Xeon(R)
CPU E5-1650 0 @ 3.2Ghz
Random Access Memory (RAM) 16 GB
Table 4.2: Speciﬁcations of general-purpose computer which is dedicated to the real-time
simulation performed in Mottec
Simpliﬁcation approach of hydraulic models
Since the model of electric components cannot be simpliﬁed, the approach of model simpliﬁ-
cation is applied on the hydraulic model of pipes. This latter component owns a model, which
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Figure 4.13: Illustration of wave speed adaptation [9]
accuracy is characterized according to the number of discretized length dx, as introduced
in section 4.1.2. The procedure reduces the complexity of the pipe model by decreasing the
number of dx, inducing the reduction of the general size of the matrix. Nevertheless, this
simpliﬁcation involves adaptation such as the wave speed of the pressure, which is deﬁned
in Eq. 4.13. The adjustment is an essential step in order to ensure the continuity of wave
propagation at the intersection of two models of pipe as illustrated in Figure 4.13, which
means the condition dt = dt1 = dt2 must be respected.
dxi
dti
=±ai ,i=1,2,... (4.13)
The procedure of simpliﬁcation is carried out as follows:
1. Calculate the pipe wave speed ai
2. Select a time basis dT
3. Calculate spatial discretization of the pipes dxi = ai ·dT
4. Compute number of elements of each pipe Nbi =
Li
dxi
5. Adapt the wave speeds ai by a′i and round Nbi into a natural number
The application of the presented procedure on the original model of Mottec power station has
resulted to a reduction of matrix size of 119x119. The simpliﬁed model has therefore enabled
a gain of computation time by a factor 10 according to Figure 4.12. The new model owns an
adequate computation cost with a sufﬁcient time ﬂexibility for real-time simulations. The
results simulated in the simpliﬁed and the original models are compared in section 4.2.2 in
order to validate the simpliﬁed model and conﬁrm its accuracy.
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4.2 Measurement campaign for model validation
Before the implementation of real-time system, a measurement campaign has been organized,
which objectives are as follows:
• Collect measurement data from electric and hydraulic quantities in order to validate the
model through ofﬂine simulations.
• Familiarization with unit system, i.e. behavior of control systems, nature of measure-
ment signals, limits of operations in order to anticipate the required adaptations for the
implementation of real-time system in SIMSEN.
4.2.1 Description of instrumentation
The measurements have been achieved using two different acquisition systems, see Figure
4.15a and Figure 4.15b. The hydraulic quantities such as head of penstock, head of surge
tank and nozzle positions of turbine injectors with mechanical quantities such as power and
rotor speed, were measured from the acquisition system of the power plant while the electric
quantities from the generator such as stator voltages, stator currents and ﬁeld current were
recorded using a transient recorder with a sampling rate settled at 2 [kHz].
This partial use of the system involved the lowest risk of unexpected practical issues during
the measurements. Indeed, the recording with the acquisition system of the power plant is not
suitable for the acquisition of electrical quantities since it features a sampling rate of 10 [Hz],
which is perfectly adequate for hydraulic quantities but not sufﬁcient for the electrical time
constants. On the other hand, the implementation of an external acquisition device without a
perfect knowledge of the acquisition system would give a preparation too demanding, which
would also trouble the station operator. Therefore, this solution enabled to implement all the
required sensors for electric quantities within the given time.
The implementation of measurement instrumentation is presented under the format of wiring
scheme in Figure 4.14. The stator quantities of the synchronous machine is measured by
means of voltage and current transformers (N ◦1 and N ◦2) due to the high level of amplitude
of electrical quantities on the phases. Moreover, the use of these devices enable a galvanic
separation, preventing damages of sensors in the cases of faults. The line voltages and the
phase currents are therefore measured by their respective transducers (N ◦2 and N ◦5) con-
nected to the secondary side of their respective transformers. Three "short-circuiters" (N ◦4)
as seen in Figure 4.15c are placed between the current transformer and the transducers. This
enables to isolate the transducers from the circuit for eventual handling by short-circuiting
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Figure 4.14: Wiring scheme of the campaign
N ◦ Device Speciﬁcations
0 Generator Rated voltage/current : 9000 [VRMS]/1960 [ARMS]
1 Voltage transformer Ratio : 9000:110 [VRMS]
2 Voltage transducers Range : 800 [VRMS], Output : ±10 [V]
3 Current transformer Ratio : 2000:1 [ARMS]
4 Short-circuiters -
5 Current transducers Range : 2 [ARMS], Output : ±10 [V]
6 DTTM Range : 50, 500 [VRMS]/5 [ARMS], Output : ±10 [V]
7 Current transducers Range : 1000 [A], Output : 8 [V]
8 Transient recorder 16 differential inputs of ±10 [V]
Table 4.3: List of devices from Figure 4.14
the secondary side of the current transformer without carrying out the full standstill of the
generator.
The DTTM device (N ◦6) uses the measurement signals of stator voltages and stator currents
to estimate the the air-gap torque as detailed in appendix A.3. The current transducers for
DC current (N ◦7) are directly implemented on the rotor circuit as seen in Figure 4.14. The
accessible portion of the circuit comprises two identical cables in parallel, the total ﬁeld
current is obtained by summing the signals from the transducers placed on each cable as
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seen in Figure 4.15f. Finally, all the output signals from the described sensors are all directly
connected to the transient recorder (N ◦8), where signals conversion are carried out to obtain
the real value of measurements.
(a) Acquisition system for hydraulic quantities (b) Transient recorder
(c) Short-Circuiters (d) Voltage and current transducers with the DTTM
(e) Overall view of sensors installation (f) Rotor circuit with the two current
transducers
Figure 4.15: Installation of various measurement instruments
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4.2.2 Ofﬂine validation using experiment data
As mentioned previously, the test cases are performed on the group 3 of the power station,
which is fed by Moiry reservoir, with the other units at standstill. The water level evaluated
the day of the test is 2240 [masl] and was deduced from the pressure measurement on the
surge tank, considering the height of the reservoir against the power station. Two test cases are
presented with the generator convention in the following subsection to validate the model :
1. Load variation: The unit is operating at an initial operating point with P=4.5 [MW] and
Q=1.5 [MVar]. At t=3.2 [min], the position of injectors changes to reach a turbine power
P=22 [MW] in 60 [s] for emulating a sudden increase of load. Then, the group operates
in steady-state until the stabilization of Tsarmette surge tank.
2. Load rejection: The unit is stabilized initially at the nominal power P=24 [MW] with a
power factor cos
(
φ
)
=1. With the generator connected to the power network at t=1 [min],
the injectors is closed in 60 [s], forcing the turbine power P ≈ 0 [MW] while the ﬁeld
current reaches its no-load value, inducing a reactive power Q ≈ 0 [MVar]. The initial
state of the group is restored 20 [s] after the load rejection.
The validation of the simulation model of Mottec is performed under similar conditions as it
would be in real-time. Indeed, the use of the collected data of the boundary conditions in the
SIMSEN simulations by means of an external function, which reads and assesses the data as
in a real-time simulation, enables to obtain identical operating states as the physical plant
and the transient behavior as well. The boundary conditions used in the simulation are:
• Nozzle position of injectors: The position of injectors deﬁnes the mechanical power
which is feeding the generator before being converted into electric power.
• Three-phase voltage of the network: The voltage RMS-value is calculated from the line
voltages before applying in the model as the test bench model in chapter 3, whereas the
frequency of the network is assumed as constant and settled at the nominal value, 50
[Hz].
• Field current: The ﬁeld current assesses the variation of reactive power in the SIMSEN
model by transforming the measured values into voltage level before being applied to
the model.
This kind of simulations offer not only the possibility to validate the model, but also allow to
observe the behavior of the simulation with real data and thus issue such as the signal noise,
can be anticipated and adapted with a ﬁlter.
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Load variation
As seen in the top plot of Figure 4.16, the measured position of the four injectors increase
at t=3.2 [min] from 14 [%] to 63 [%] within 60 [s], inducing an increase of mechanical power
transmitted to the generator moving from P=4.9 [MW] to 22 [MW] as seen in the middle plot
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Figure 4.16: Transient behavior of unit 3 in term of powers resulting from injectors opening;
Injectors opening (Top); Increase of active power due to the increase of turbine power and
increase of reactive power by the control system in order to maintain the power factor (middle);
Power factor of unit 3 estimated from the simulated powers (bottom)
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Figure 4.17: Comparison simulation-measurement during the load variation test: Increase of
ﬁeld current to increase the reactive power (top); Rotor speed of unit 3 which is not disturbed
by the variation of active power and remained constant (bottom)
of the same ﬁgure. The control system of the power plant increases the ﬁeld current (Figure
4.17) at the same time, inducing a modiﬁcation of reactive power from 1.26 [MVar] to 11.23
[MVar] in order to maintain the power factor as constant as possible, settled at cos
(
φ
)
=0.9 as
seen in the bottom plot of Figure 4.16. With a voltage level of the network ﬁxed at 8.8 [kV],
measured on the stator windings, the rise of active and reactive powers induce an increase of
intensity of stator current as seen in Figure 4.19 moving on from 300 [ARMS] to 1560 [ARMS].
On the hydraulic side, the injectors opening induces a waterhammer effect in the penstock,
starting from an increase of water discharge, which induces a drop of head according to mass
oscillations as seen in Figure 4.18. The related head ﬂuctuations is absorbed by Tsarmette
surge tank as the discharge of unit 3 remains constant from t=5.45 [min].
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Figure 4.18: Comparison simulation-measurement during the load variation test: Head of
surge tank (top) and penstock head (bottom) generated by the injectors opening
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Figure 4.19: Current of phase "R" circulating through the stator windings during the load
variation; RMS-value of current during the test (top); Zoom of the current before the injectors
opening (middle); Zoom of the current after the power increase (bottom)
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load rejection
With a voltage level of 8.8 [kV], the unit operates at P=24 [MW] with a cos
(
φ
)
=1, i.e. Q=0 [MVar].
The power factor was handling from 1 to 0.9 by modifying incrementally from 380 [A] to 350
[A] as seen in Figure 4.21, at the moment when the load rejection procedure triggered.
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Figure 4.20: Transient behavior of generator powers of unit 3 during the load rejection and
immediate recovery to the initial state before the event; Nozzle position of injectors (top);
Powers evolution of unit 3 during the event (middle); Estimated power factor from simulated
powers (bottom)
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Figure 4.21: Comparison simulation-measurement during the load rejection test: Behavior of
the ﬁeld current during the load rejection (top); Rotor speed of unit 3 (bottom)
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Figure 4.22: Comparison simulation-measurement during the load rejection test: Head of
Tsarmette tank (top) and penstock (bottom)
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Figure 4.23: Evolution of stator current in the phase "R" during the load rejection; RMS-value
of current during the test (top); Zoom of the current when the powers are nil (middle); Zoom
of the current after the recovery (bottom)
The ﬁeld current is therefore brought down to its no-load value, measured at 250 [A] with an
overshoot induced by the regulator of the control system. The injectors closing fell down from
0.75 [%] to 1.6 [%], which corresponds to a turbine power approximately nil for 20 [s] before
the unit recovers to its initial state of operation. The sudden reduction of water discharge
during the closing of injectors generates a rise of head in the penstock, which is propagating
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to the surge tank with a delay, leading to the waterhammer effect as seen in Figure 4.22. The
premature opening of injectors before the stabilization of Tsarmette tank emphasized the
head drop with an amplitude of 34 [m] against 9 [m] in the ﬁrst peak of the oscillation at 2.23
[min]. The ﬂuctuations of the hydraulic energy is absorbed by the surge tank as the nozzle
positions are constant, enabling a fast stabilization of the hydraulic installation.
The transient behavior of the currents ﬂowing the stator windings have similar behavior as the
active power with an initial amplitude of 1.6 [kARMS].
4.2.3 Conclusion
The good agreement between simulations outcomes and measurements attests of the model
precision. Indeed, the hydraulic model considered for this study has correctly reproduced the
waterhammer effects in the penstock after a variation of power in the turbine as expected. The
validation of hydraulic model is especially emphasized with the agreement of the dynamic of
the surge tank with the correct modeling of the component for the amplitude and frequency
oscillations and with the timing of the beginning of ﬂuctuations, which corresponds to the
modeling of the penstock with the approximation of the speed of wave propagation.
The modeling of electric installation has demonstrated the correctness of the model with the
comparison of the currents circulating through the stator windings with Figure 4.19 and Figure
4.23, which maximal error was estimated to 3.2 [%] on the amplitude. Additional test cases are
available in appendix B.2.
The use of measured data has enabled the hydraulic power station to carry out ofﬂine simula-
tions under similar conditions as a real-time simulation. Indeed, the use of the data from the
measured boundary conditions has ensured the exact procedure of each variation of power,
which allowed the model to be under the same conditions as the physical plant. Moreover, the
noise from the sensors and sampled by the acquisitions systems did not alter the simulations
outcomes, permitting thus to perform real-time simulations without eventual ﬁlters.
Furthermore, the simpliﬁcation applied on the hydraulic system showed identical results
with the complete model with a gain of time of a factor 10. Therefore, the simpliﬁed model is
applicable in real-time with the certitude that the results will show good agreements as long
as the boundary conditions are identical.
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4.3 Measurement campaign for real-time implementation
The second measurement campaign has the objective of testing the real-time simulations
using SIMSEN running on a standard computer with a complete model of Mottec power plant
for:
• Achieving real-time simulations under real conditions;
• Testing the the real-time simulations for hours.
Real-Time interface of SIMSEN
The real-time layer of SIMSEN presented in chapter 2 presents some major drawbacks and
was inadequate for the use in the power plant. Consequently, a new real-time equipment
has been provided by Power Vision Engineering Sàrl (PVE) for the tests and then adapted for
implementation in the power plant. This development was motivated by
• SIMSEN-RT introduced in chapter 2 could not ensure the real-time condition using the
Mottec model with a time step below 1 [ms].
• The acquisition card SORCUS did not feature enough exploitable channels for all mea-
sured quantities.
• Even all the channels were available, the price of one SORCUS I/O module is signiﬁcantly
more expensive than the whole new hardware.
Figure 4.24: Acquisition card PicoLog1216 data logger
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Consequently, the development of the new real-time layer involves a new acquisition device,
the data logger "PicoLog-1216" as seen in Figure 4.24. This device also ensures the real-time
in SIMSEN without modifying the simulation time characteristic in Figure 4.12 since the
resolution engine remains the same.
Parameters Speciﬁcations
Sampling rate Up to 1MS/s
Analog inputs 16 per data logger
Bandwidth Up to 70 [kHz]
Input type Single-ended, unipolar
Input Range 0-2.5 [V]
Resolution 12 bits
PC connection USB 2.0
Table 4.4: Speciﬁcations of PicoLog1216 in Figure 4.24
However, this acquisition device owns unipolar voltage inputs comprised between 0-2.5 [V].
This speciﬁcation makes the acquisition of AC signals in voltage and the current signals not
possible without an intermediate device which will adapt them to ﬁt the device inputs.
The interface presented in Figure 4.25, is directly plug into the the PicoLog with the D-sub
connector. Two PCBs are mounted on two stages which are connected each other by means
of a ribbon cable, in order to include all the 16 inputs. The design of the circuit, detailed in
B.1, is speciﬁcally made for the implementation of this campaign with a passive circuit. The
calibration and the conversion coefﬁcient are carried in the simulation tool.
(a) Top view (b) Side view
Figure 4.25: Interface for the PicoLog with passive circuits in order to ﬁt the input range
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4.3.1 Description of SIMSEN-RT instrumentation
The wiring scheme of the second measurement campaign remains identical, especially with
the devices implemented during the ﬁrst test, i.e. (N ◦0−N ◦8). The observable differences
come from the connection to the computer (N ◦11) via the PicoLog (N ◦10), which interface
(N ◦9) gathers the signals from the transducers and the signal from the acquisition system of
the power plant.
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Figure 4.26: Wiring scheme for the implementation of SIMSEN running in real-time
N ◦ Device Speciﬁcations
0-8 - Speciﬁcations listed in Table 4.3
9 PicoLog interface
7 voltage inputs for AC signals, 9 current inputs signals
up to 25 [mA]
10 PicoLog data logger Speciﬁcations reported in Table 4.4
11 General-purpose computer Speciﬁcations reported in Table 4.2
Table 4.5: List of devices from Figure 4.26
To sum up, the PicoLog device samples 7 electric quantities such as the stator voltages, the
stator currents and the ﬁeld current from the transducers. The other quantities such as the
4 nozzle positions of injectors, the head of the surge tank and the penstock, the speed and
the reactive power are measured by the power plant system, but their signals are acquired by
PicoLog.
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4.3.2 Real-time validation of Mottec model
The tests of this measurement campaign are performed under identical conditions, i.e. unit 3
connected to a voltage level of 8.8 [kV] power network through the generator mechanically
coupled to the Pelton turbine, supplied from the Moiry reservoir with a water level measured
at 2158 [masl] at that day. The selected test case enables to evaluate the real-time simulations
in SIMSEN, which was achieved without any interruptions during 100 [min]. The sequence is
divided into two parts as follows, due to the quantity of data for convenient display:
• 0-40 [min]: Unit 3 operates in steady-state with P=3.5 [MW] and Q=0 [MVar]. At t=13
[min], the turbine injectors open to increase the power at P=11 [MW] and it ismaintained
until the end of the test.
• 40-100 [min]: While the power remains constant, the reactive power is modiﬁed from 0
to -3 [MVar] at t=42.6 [min], followed by a change from -3 [Mvar] to 4.5 [Mvar] at t=73.15
[min].
The modiﬁed model for real-time simulation is presented in Figure 4.27, without the hydraulic
installation of Turtmann nor the units 1 and 2 for a better visibility. This latter is driven by
four boundary conditions in order to verify the outputs, i.e. the three-phase stator current as
previously. Indeed, The measured three-phase voltage is read through an interface represented
with a macro element. Its values are then applied on the three-phase voltage source to obtain
the similar voltage level. Field current is also applied on the excitation system of the model
VRST
Yinj1..4
if
Figure 4.27: Modiﬁed schematic drawing for real-time application
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from the measured value. This quantity enables to reproduce the excitation state of the
generator, which is veriﬁed with the reactive power. The active power is regulated from the
turbine model, which is driven by the nozzle position of the injectors. The fourth considered
boundary condition is the water level in the Moiry reservoir. This quantity is not measured
throughout the simulation since it does not ﬂuctuate signiﬁcantly during the measurement
campaign. Therefore, its value is estimated (H0 = 2161.48 [masl]) for the initialization before
the start of real-time simulation.
Variation of active power (0-40 [min])
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Figure 4.28: Surge tank(top) and penstock(bottom) heads
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Figure 4.29: First part of the test with a power step from 4.5 [MW] to 11 [MW]; Injector position
(top); Electric powers of the generator with measured reative power (middle); Estimated power
factor from simulated powers (bottom)
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Figure 4.30: Stator current in the phase "R"; RMS-value of current (top); Zoom of the current
before modiﬁcation of power (middle); Zoom of the current after step of power (bottom)
The variation of active power induces a modiﬁcation of power factor, which is initially settled
to 1 as observed in Figure 4.29. Consequently, control system of the generator will react in
order to maintain this factor equal to 1 by acting on the ﬁeld current justifying the increase of
the intensity on the top plot of Figure 4.31.
It is to be noted ﬁrst that the presented test case was performed before the complete stabi-
lization of Tsarmette from previous tests, due to a tight schedule as observed in Figure 4.28.
Therefore, the head of the surge tank and penstock are initially subject to mass oscillations
before the increase of active power, contrary to simulation results. Nevertheless, the water
hammer effect at t=14 [min] is correctly represented as seen on the bottom plot of Figure 4.28
with a sudden variation of pressure. In addition, the mass oscillations induced in the surge
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tank show good agreements according to the expectations.
Finally, the simulated stator current in Figure 4.30 shows a good agreement against the mea-
surement despite an error of 10 [%] after the step of power, emphasized by the error of 1.19
[%] in the ﬁeld current, observed in Figure 4.31.
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Figure 4.31: Field current (top); Rotor speed (bottom)
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Variation of reactive power
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Figure 4.32: Second part of the test with variations of reactive power from 0 [MVar] to -3 [MVar]
and from -3 [MVar] to 4.5 [MVar]; Injector position (top); Electric powers of the generator with
measured reative power (middle); Estimated power factor from simulated powers (bottom)
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Figure 4.33: Comparison RT-simulation-measurement during the variation reactive power:
Field current (top); Rotor speed (bottom)
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Figure 4.34: Comparison RT-simulation-measurement during the variation reactive power:
Surge tank(top) and penstock(bottom) heads
The variation of reactive power is manually performed by modifying the power factor from 1
to 0.96 in an under-excited state of the generator, leading to an absorption of 3 [MVar]. Then,
it is increased to 0.93 in the over-excited state which results to generation of 4 [MVar].
The ﬁeld current shows a maximum discrepancy of 3 [%] at t=73.15 [min], inducing an error
on the reactive power and stator current of 15 [%] and 12 [%], respectively.
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Figure 4.35: Stator current in the phase "R"; RMS-value of current (top); Zoom of the current
when Q=-3 [MVar] (middle); Zoom of the current when Q= 4.5 [MVar] (bottom)
4.3.3 Conclusion
This second measurement campaign demonstrated the feasibility of real-time simulation with
SIMSEN, as expected. The simulation model comprises the hydraulic model of Mottec power
plant, which is interacting with the model of salient-pole synchronous generator connected to
the power network. The real-time simulation operated in parallel under the same conditions as
unit 3, where variations of active and reactive powers were achieved to assess the performance
of the model. The results displayed good agreement in overall. Indeed, the dynamic behavior
of the power plant was correctly represented with, in the ﬁrst instance, the superposition of
the water hammer and the mass oscillation in the penstock and mass oscillations in the surge
tank after the opening of injectors. In the second instance, variations of powers were properly
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simulated with a maximum error estimated to 10 [%] on the simulation outputs, that are the
three-phase stator current.
Therefore, results indicate the possibility of implementing a model-based monitoring and
fault detection as presented in section 3.5 on the basis of the presented simulation model.
Additional tests case are available in appendix B.3.
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5.1 Summary
The present thesis has presented a feasibility development of real-time(RT) simulations run-
ning in general-purpose computer, which will lead to a model-based monitoring application.
Chapter 2 reviewed applications with real-time simulators followed by a description of the
time-domain simulation software SIMSEN. The numerical tool features a library with different
electric and hydraulic models. It was followed by an investigation related to the real-time in
SIMSEN enabled to assess the limit of time constraint for a given model and computer. This
emphasized the issue related to the compromise between performance and accuracy with a
short time step during a soft real-time simulation.
The test bench introduced in chapter 3 includes the modeling of a laboratory unit, which
represents the motor-generator group in a reduced power scale. This latter simulates similar
dynamic behavior as the real unit, and offers the possibility to achieve tests under off-design
operations for development purpose. Identiﬁed parameters for the modeling and the assess-
ment of real-time operation was accomplished by a comparative method and resulted to
good agreements in both cases. As a conclusion, a dysfunction was carried out in order to
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emphasize the capability of model-based fault detection process in the case of monitoring
application.
Chapter 4 explained different and necessary steps for the implementation in the present
hydroelectric power plant. Thanks to the contribution of numerous partners HEX, ALPIQ,
PVE and HydroNET2, two measurements campaigns have taken place in order to validate the
model of the power plant in the ﬁrst stage. And in the second stage, performance of the model
running in real-time was assessed with good results.
The main contribution of the present work consists of the application of a developed real-time
system for hydroelectric power plants monitoring. In order to reach the objective, different
steps were necessary:
• Feasibility study of real-time simulations running in a general purpose computer;
• Development of a small-scale test bench, where different tests have been carried out to
validate the proposed approach;
• Optimization of the hydraulic model to satisfy real-time requirements and accuracy;
• Implementation and test of the system in a real 72 MW power plant, which represents
an important contribution of the study.
Validations and performances of the developed model-based monitoring system have em-
phasized the following features: (i) Easy modeling of any energetic system topology and
user-friendly real-time mode; (ii) Comparison of all accessible quantities in the simulation
with the available measurements data in real-time; (iii) Low cost from hardware, i.e. acquisi-
tion card compared to hard real-time simulator.
5.2 Perspectives and improvements
The modular models in SIMSEN used in real-time as a complement, offer an interesting tool
with a wide applications possibility. To improve such numerical tool, the implementation of
the following suggestion would be interesting:
• A real-time initialization process that considers the current state of the quantity instead
of a manual one, beforehand [55];
• A user-friendly and ﬂexible user interface (UI), where it could be customizable and
interacting with the model during a RT simulation;
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• Data management procedure in case of long duration simulation. This mode would
enable to relieve the display tool of the observed quantity by dividing data into different
ﬁles or the use of modern technology such as stream-based method of storage [56];
• The complexity of models, such as introduced in chapter 4, requires computations
costs even though technology performance increases. Consequently, accuracy must
be sacriﬁced over the performance, by simpliﬁcation process for example. Moreover,
SIMSEN achieves numerical integration using a single CPU, thereby the full extension
of a multi-core capacity is not exploited. Saying that, an alternative solution to this issue
would be the division into different portions of the actual system model, which would
be implemented in several SIMSENs in order to relieve the CPU. The models would run
in parallel and would communicate using a share memory [57]. In other words, this
would mean SIL simulations with different portions of model interacting to each other.
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Appendix - Test bench
modeling
A.1 Parameters identiﬁcation for synchronous machine
The precise determination of machine parameters is an essential step for modeling. The vari-
ous tests presented consecutively enable the identiﬁcation of model parameters introduced in
section 3.2.2, which are based on [58,59].
A.1.1 Direct-axis reactance xd
The direct synchronous reactance xd is deﬁned as Eq. A.1, the quotient of ﬁeld currents i f 0,gap
and i f cc in per unit. These latter parameters are respectively the no-load value and sustained
short-circuited value of the ﬁeld current, which are determined graphically, by means of the
no-load and sustained short-circuit tests in the following subsections.
xd =
i f cc
i f 0,gap
= 0.97
0.83
= 1.21 [p.u.] (A.1)
Eq. A.1 is equivalent to the ratio between the voltage and current related to the same value
of ﬁeld current, where the pole of the rotor is aligned with the direct axis in order to have the
components of the electric quantities on the same axis.
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No-load test
Theno-load test enables to obtain the characteristic of the counter electromotive force induced
in the machine versus the ﬁeld current (saturation curve). This quantity represents the internal
voltage generated by the magnetic ﬂux induced from the ﬁeld current. Due to the voltage drop
and armature reactions when current is circulating through the stator windings, the voltage
can only be measured under no-load conditions, in other words the stator terminals of the
machine must be opened.
The sequence of the test is conducted with the synchronous machine rotating at the nominal
speed with the stator terminals opened throughout the test. A ﬁeld current feeds the rotor
circuit and is incrementally increased from 0 [p.u.] to 1.2 [p.u]. The line voltage of stator
windings is measured at each stage of ﬁeld current as in Figure A.1.
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Figure A.1: Saturation curve
The saturation curve presented in Figure A.1 represents the voltage saturation characteristic
of the synchronous machine introduced in section 3.1.2, displayed in per unit, versus the
corresponding value of ﬁeld current. A saturation occurs from i f =0.5 [p.u.] and is emphasized
by the air-gap line in red, which represents the internal voltage without any saturation. This
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effect indicates the area where magnetic properties of the machine turns into a non-linear
behavior, which induces additional core losses, resulting to a drop of efﬁciency.
In the model, it is assumed that the reactance xd is a non-saturated parameter leading to
choose i f 0,gap=0.83 [p.u.] to calculate Eq. A.1. In the case where the model is sustainably
saturated, the value of i f 0 is selected, yielding a ﬁeld current i f 0=1 [p.u.]. Having said this,
the saturation effect can be modeled in SIMSEN using the non saturated reactance, which is
discussed in section 3.4.1.
Sustained short-circuit test
The sequence of the sustained short-circuit test is carried out with a machine rotating at the
nominal speed with the stator terminals all short-circuited. From this point, a ﬁeld current is
applied and increase until inducing a stator current is = 1.1 [p.u.]. The short-circuit curve is
achieved from the phase current of stator windings against the ﬁeld current related to i f 0, in
per unit as seen in Figure A.2.
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Figure A.2: Short-circuit curve
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Unlike the saturation curve, the machine cannot saturate since due to the stator reaction.
Indeed, the current induced in the stator windings generates a demagnetization ﬂux, which
weakens the linked ﬂux produced by the rotor as a result. This ﬂux weakening delays therefore
the emergence of saturation, which means the machine cannot saturate throughout the whole
test.
The second parameter i f cc , necessary to Eq. A.1 corresponds to the value of ﬁeld current when
the nominal intensity of stator current is induced as showed in Figure A.2.
A.1.2 Quadrature-axis reactance xq
The reactance xq is determined with the maximum lagging current test where a pole slip is
carried out. The variables in Eq. A.2, corresponds to the phase voltage vR and phase current
iR of stator measured during the transient.
xq =
vR,RMS
iR,RMS
= 0.742
0.982
= 0.76 [p.u.] (A.2)
Maximum lagging current test
The pole slip that occur during the test is achieved by weakening the remanent ﬁeld of the
pole. The test based on [58–60], follows the sequence described below:
• The synchronous machine is connected to the power grid and operates at p=0 [p.u.];
• The ﬁeld current is brought down to i f =0 [p.u.];
• The polarity of i f is inverted and feeds again the rotor circuit, followed by an increase of
amplitude until the emergence of the pole slip.
The ﬁeld weakening increase the absorbed reactive power by the machine to maintain the
magnetization of the rotor until the polarity change of the rotor. This is reﬂected by the stator
current, which increases along the decrease of the ﬁeld followed by the rapid current decrease
after the slip.
Saying that, the moment when the pole slip occurs corresponds therefore to moment when
the value of the stator current is maximum. Therefore, this moment is estimated at t=0.83
[p.u.] with a current intensity iR,RMS=0.982 [p.u.] on Figure A.3. The voltage level of the power
grid was lowered at vRS,RMS=0.742 [p.u.], by means of a variable transformer in order to limit
eventual saturation of the machine throughout the transient.
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Figure A.3: Line voltage VRS during the pole slipping
A.1.3 Potier Reactance xp
An accurate determination of leakage reactance of stator windings xσs is essential for the
study of the behavior and the modeling of synchronous machines. In the literature, there is no
experimental methods capable of accurately estimate this parameter since there is not any
single method capable to measure directly a leakage ﬂux unless it precisely calculated with
numerical methods [61,62]. In practice, the value of xσs is approximated using the well-known
method of Potier triangle using the saturation curve from the no-load and zero-power factor
tests in section A.1.1 and in section A.1.3, respectively.
Zero-power factor test
The zero-power factor test consists of plotting the saturation curve under load conditions
as seen in Figure A.4. The procedure of this test is realized with the synchronous machine
connected to the nominal voltage level power network, operating with a ﬁeld current inducing
a nominal stator current and with a power factor cos
(
φ
)
, which is nil throughout the test. The
voltage level is then reduced within a range from 0.6 [p.u.] to 1.0 [p.u.] with the current stator
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maintained at the nominal value by modifying the ﬁeld current.
The stability of the connected unit is no more ensured from 0.6 [p.u.] of voltage . However,
[63–65] has experimentally veriﬁed and pointed out that the loaded characteristic curve is
actually a parallel shift of the saturation curve in section A.1.1 which allows to extrapolate the
incomplete part.
Construction of Potier triangle
The characteristic curves from the no-load and zero power factor tests are represented, in per
unit, in Figure A.4 against the ﬁeld current relative to i f 0. The triangle formed by the points
"ABC" is referred as the "Potier triangle". This triangle is build following the sequence below:
• The point B corresponds to the nominal voltage under zero-power factor test and is
considered as the starting point;
• The point A is determined from B with a horizontal shift of i f cc from the section A.1.1;
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Figure A.4: Contruction of Potier triangle
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Figure A.5: Voltage drop of Potier reactance
• The point C corresponds to the the intersection between the no-load saturation curve
and the air-gap line passing through A, as seen in Figure A.5.
The segment CD corresponds to the voltage drop up generated by the Potier reactance. This
voltage is assigned to the Potier reactance in per unit since the stator current is equals to 1
[p.u.], which means
up = is · xp = 0.06 [p.u.] (A.3)
When all saturation is assumed to be on the armature, the Potier reactance is equal to the
stator leakage reactance.
A.1.4 Determination of transient and sub-transient parameters
The determination of transient and sub-transient reactances are achieved by means of the
"Sudden short-circuit test" and the "Applied voltage test with rotor in arbitrary position",
respectively.
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Sudden short-circuit test
The sudden short-circuit test is conducted following the sequences described below:
• The prime mover is settled to drive the synchronous machine at the nominal speed with
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Figure A.6: Three-phase short-circuited stator current(top); Amplitude transient and sub-
transient envelopes of the short-circuited currents(bottom)
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the stator terminals opened;
• The power supply of the excitation circuit provides an amount of current yielding an
induced voltage of 0.3 [p.u.];
• The three stator windings are then short-circuited in order to record the three-phase
current and the ﬁeld current with an oscilloscope.
The top plot of Figure A.6 contains the short-circuited currents including their envelopes
characterized by T ′d and T
′′
d , whereas the bottom plot of the same ﬁgure depicts the amplitude
of the envelopes in per unit. The decomposition of time constants into T ′d and T
′′
d is as shown
in Figure A.6, which were estimated to 110 [ms] and 16 [ms], respectively.
The test is carried out under reduced voltage conditions. The 0.3 [p.u.] voltage level is a
recommendation of [58] in order to prevent harming the present synchronous machine. Even
under such conditions, the amplitude of currents can reach peaks value in the order of 2-3
[p.u.] as seen in Figure A.6.
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The transient reactance x ′d is calculated using Eq. A.4
x ′d =
us(t = 0)
icc +Δi ′inst (t = 0)
= 0.16 [p.u.] (A.4)
with
i ′inst = iinst − icc (A.5)
The variable Δi ′inst is graphically determined in Figure A.7. The envelope of Figure A.6 is
displayed in semi-log plot. Its transient component is yielded by subtracting the continuous
component icc as in Eq. A.5.
Applied voltage test with the rotor in arbitrary position
The sequences of this test are the following:
• The synchronous machine rotates at a very low speed with the short-circuited rotor
circuit;
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Figure A.8: Stator and rotor quantities related to position of rotor
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• Two phases are supplied with a single-phase AC voltage source with a frequency of 50
[Hz];
• The voltage amplitude is settled to induce a current comprised between 0.2 [p.u] and
0.7 [p.u.];
• The voltage, current and ﬁeld current vRS , iR and i f are measured.
In this test, the objective consists of measuring the voltage and the induced current in the
supplied phase and determine the sub-transient reactance for the direct and quadrature axes
according to the rotor position. Its position is known with the current induced in the rotor
circuit as seen in Figure A.8. Indeed, the direct axis corresponds to the instant when the
amplitude of the latter current is maximal whereas the quadrature axis is assigned to the
lowest amplitude.
Figure A.9 displays the measured current in Figure A.8 by only considering the amplitude mod-
ulation with power "P", an estimation from the stator quantities. The variation of reactance
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Figure A.9: Oscillation of RMS values according to the position of rotor
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X ′′ in the ﬁgure is calculated from the instantaneous values, given by Eq. A.6.
X ′′ =
√√√√( VRS
(2IR )
)2
−
(
P(
2I 2R
)
)2
(A.6)
in per unit, one has:
x ′′ = X
′′
ZRated
(A.7)
The values resulting from the present test are x ′′d =0.13 [p.u.] and x ′′q =0.22 [p.u.].
A.1.5 Calculation of the Canay reactance xc
The Canay reactance or characteristic reactance xc is estimated from the ﬁeld current mea-
sured from the sudden short-circuit test in section A.1.4. The method, introduced in [52],
uses the top and bottom envelopes from the current oscillations as seen in Figure A.10, to
determine the peak-to-peak amplitude. This amplitude is then plotted in a semi-log scale
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Figure A.10: Field current during the sudden three-phase short-circuit
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graph, enabling a linear extrapolation of the values in order to estimate the initial amplitude at
the time when the fault occurred. This initial amplitude corresponds to 2I f ∼ as seen in Figure
A.11.
The parameter "a", necessary to calculate the reactance xc , is deﬁned as the ratio between
the currents I f ∼ and I f ,o (Eq. A.8), where I f ,o corresponds to the ﬁeld current before the
occurrence of the three-phase fault and which was measured at 0.3 [p.u.].
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a = I f ∼
I f o
= 1.25
0.3
= 4.166 (A.8)
There are two possible approaches to calculate the Canay reactance xc , which are introduced
in the following subsections.
Iterative methodology
The method has the advantage of estimating xc accurately. However, it requires the implemen-
tation of Eq. A.9 for numerical resolution with numerous iterations.
a = I f ∼
I f 0
=
∣∣∣∣∣
1+ jωnT ′′dc(
1+ jωnT ′d
)(
1+ jωnT ′′d
)
∣∣∣∣∣ωnT ′dc
(xd −xc )
(
xd −xc −x ′dc
)
xd x ′dc
(A.9)
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The solution from this method was estimated at
xc = 0.1 [p.u.] (A.10)
Approximated methodology
The previous method produces an exact solution, however its use is not convenient for fast
estimation of xc without a tool with the algorithm pre-implemented. Consequently, another
method is presented which approximate the solution without iterations. Considering a correc-
tion factor "c" deﬁned in Eq. A.11,
c =
√√√√1+
(
xd −x ′d −ax ′′d
aωnx ′dT
′′
d
)2
(A.11)
which considers the ohmic inﬂuence of the damper circuit, the approximate solution of Eq.
A.9 is replaced by in Eq. A.12.
xc ≈ x ′′d
(
1− a
(
x ′d −x ′′d
)
c
(
xd −x ′d
)−ax ′′d
)
= 0.0981 [p.u.] (A.12)
This methodology offers acceptable results and is suitable in practical cases. Moreover, fur-
ther validation tests were investigated in [66], where the agreement of these solutions were
emphasized by comparisons with a solution from ﬁnite element simulations.
A.1.6 Determination of inertia
The inertia J is an essential parameter characterizing the mechanical dynamic response
described by Eq. A.13.
J
dω
dt
=ΣT (A.13)
The conventional approach called "No-load retardation test" and recommended by [58] for
the determination of J is not suitable for machines due to lack of robustness for small inertia.
Therefore, an approach based on the same concept is introduced in the following subsection.
A.1.7 Inertia determination by load rejection
The generator is connected to the power network, providing an active power of 0.1 [p.u.] with
a power factor equal to 1. Then, the generator is disconnected from the grid , inducing an
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Figure A.12: Overspeed by load rejections
overspeed and followed by the standstill of the prime mover as soon as 10 [%] of the nominal
speed is reached.
In this way, the motion equation Eq. refeq:Tmec is expressed as
Tmec = J dω
dt
(A.14)
with the initial conditions written in Eq. A.15, assuming the losses are negligible in the
machine.
P0 =ω0 ·Tmec (A.15)
where Tmec and P0 are respectively the mechanical torque and the active power before the
load rejection. The substitution of Eq. A.14 into Eq. A.15 leads to
P0 = J ·ω0 dω
dt
⇐⇒ J = P0Δt
ω0Δω
(A.16)
where Δω and Δt corresponds to the variation of speed and time, determined from Figure
A.12a and Figure A.12b. The introduced approach presents two advantages compared to the
traditional method:
1. The measurement of torque is not necessary to determine the inertia as long as losses
are neglected. In addition, this kind of device may be available on every machine due to
the practical issue;
2. Once the rejection occurred, all the mechanical power provided by the prime mover is
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Experiment 1 Experiment 2
Quantity Value unit Quantity Value unit
P0 1254 [W] P0 1254 [W]
ω0 157.08 [
r ad
s ] ω0 157.08 [
r ad
s ]
Δω 45.67 [ r ads ] Δω 36.65 [
r ad
s ]
Δt 1.40 [s] Δt 1.13 [s]
J1 0.245 [kgm2] J2 0.246 [kgm2]
Table A.1: Estimation of parameters from the overspeed
stored under the form of kinetic energy. Consequently, the frictions become negligible,
leading to a linear variation of speed.
The estimated inertia in Table A.1 illustrate the consistency of the test for machines with small
inertia and can be performed on large power machines.
A.2 Circuit-breaker macro
In order to avoir meaningless results in the simulation when the model is connected to the
grid, the macro in Figure A.13 of the model in Figure 3.5 veriﬁes that all the requirements, i.e.
frequency, voltage level and phase shift, are similar comparing both sides, power grid and
machine, before applying the synchronization. Once these requirements are met, the trigger
signal is sent to the circuit-breaker to connect the model of synchronous machine with the
voltage source.
The sequence of veriﬁcation are as follows: the three-phase network voltage is converted into
Park components αnet and βnet in a ﬁxed frame to estimate the network angle θs . At the same
time, the three-phase stator voltage is also transformed into Park components αsm and βsm in
a rotating frame using θs . They are afterward used in the logical functions given in Eq. A.17
and in Eq. A.18 to verify the voltage level and phase shift conditions, respectively.
∣∣∣∣
√
α2net +β2net −
√
α2sm +β2sm
∣∣∣∣≤ 
1 (A.17)
∣∣βsm∣∣≤ 
2 & αsm > 0 (A.18)

1 and 
2 are the admitted tolerance threshold. The frequency is estimated from the rotor
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Figure A.13: Synchronization process
speed of the synchronous machine.
A.3 Digital Transient Torque Measurement
The Digital Transient Torque measuring device (Figure 4.15d) calculates in "real time" the
electromagnetic torque in steady-state and transient conditions, from the three-phase voltage
and current measured on the stator of the machine. Unlike the conventional device, which
measures the torque on the shaft by means of strain gauges, the DTTM does not require any
addition equipment. Indeed, the instantaneous values of phase voltages and currents are sam-
pled and transferred to a microprocessor (DSP). This latter carries out the Park transformation
on the phase values to convert them into Park values.
The electromagnetic torque is given by
Tem = 3
2
p
(
Ψd iq −Ψq id
)
[Nm] (A.19)
withΨd ,Ψd the total ﬂux linkage of the stator in d and q axes. The estimation of magnetic
ﬂux is estimated from Eq A.20.
Ψd ,q =
∫(
ud ,q − r · id ,q
)
dt (A.20)
with
• id , iq - stator currents in d and q axes;
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• r - stator ohmic resistance;
• ud , uq - stator voltages in d and q axes;
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B.1 Interface for PicoLog
The interface of Figure 4.25 is a passive circuit, which adapts the AC signals to unipolar inputs.
The circuit scales the amplitude of the incoming signal and shifts the signal origin in themiddle
of the input range using an external DC signal. The scheme of the circuit is depicted in Figure
B.1. The internal resistance of PicoLog corresponds to RA=1[MΩ]. Using the superposition
theorem, the output signal is given by
Vout = RA (R2R3VIN +R1R2VDC )
R1R2R3+RA (R1R2+R1R3+R2R3)
(B.1)
The incoming signal is assumed sinusoidal with a peak amplitude of 10 [V], which must ﬁt into
the range of PicoLog that is 0-2.5 [V]. Therefore, the following conditions must be satisﬁed:
A1 = VOUT
VIN
= 1
8
= 0.125 (B.2)
A2 = VOUT
VDC
= 1
2
= 0.5 (B.3)
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R3
R1
R2 RA
VDC
VIN VOUT
PicoLogInterface
Figure B.1: Amplitude modulation and centering circuit for AC signal designed for PicoLog
device
with A1 the scaling gain of the signal and A2 the shifting gain considering that the DC signal is
2.5 [V]. Comparing with Eq. B.1, they can be rewritten as
A1 = RAR2R3
R1R2R3+RA (R1R2+R1R3+R2R3)
(B.4)
A2 = R1R2RA
R1R2R3+RA (R1R2+R1R3+R2R3)
(B.5)
By substituting B.4 into B.5, it results to
R1 = A2
A1
R3 (B.6)
which leads to
R2 = A2R3
1− A1− A2
(B.7)
The value of the resistances are reported in Table B.1, which was calculated assuming that
R3=15 [kΩ].
Resistance R1 R2 R3
Value [kΩ] 62 20 15
Table B.1: Resistances with normalized values
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B.2 Off-Line test cases
B.2.1 Test case 1
The results presented in this subsection involve the variations of power factor, starting from
cos
(
φ
)
=1 to cos
(
φ
)
=0.75 (under-excited mode) and ending at cos
(
φ
)
=0.7 (over-excited mode)
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Figure B.2: Reactive power variation test with a constant active power
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whereas the active power is ﬁxed at P=4.5 [MW].
B.2.2 Test case 2
The achieved test in this test case comprises a rise of power active from P=9.6 [MW] to P=24
[MW] while the reactive power is maintained around Q=0 [MVar].
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Figure B.3: Variation of active power with a power factor maintained at cos
(
φ
)
=1
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B.3 On-line test cases
The real-time simulation is compared with the measurements. The sequence of the test is as
follows: (i) Increase of reactive power from Q=-2 [MVar] to Q=5[MVar] with P=10 [MW]; (ii)
Variation of active power P=10 [MW] to P=20 [MW] with Q=5 [MVar]; (iii) Decrease of reactive
power from Q=5 [MVar] to Q=0[MVar] with P=20 [MW]
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Figure B.4: Comparison of simulation-measurement from real-time simulation of Mottec
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xσ f Leakage reactance of the excitation circuit in the direct-axis [pu]
xσQ Leakage reactance of the damper winding in the quadrature-axis [pu]
xσq Leakage reactance in the quadrature-axis [pu]
xσ Leakage reactance of stator winding [pu]
xad Magnetizing reactance in the direct–axis [pu]
xaq Magnetizing reactance in the quadrature-axis [pu]
xc Canay reactance [pu]
xd Synchronous reactance in the direct–axis [pu]
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List of Symbols
x ′d Transient reactance in the direct–axis [pu]
x ′′d Sub-transient reactance in the direct–axis [pu]
xo Magnetizing reactance in the in the zero-axis [pu]
xp Potier reactance [pu]
xq Synchronous reactance in the quadrature–axis [pu]
x ′q Transient reactance in the quadrature–axis [pu]
x ′′q Sub-transient reactance in the quadrature–axis [pu]
yin j Nozzle position of injector [–]
Matrices and Vectors
A Global matrix
B Auxiliary matrix
C Boundary conditions vector
X State vector
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